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Introduction

Introduction
In the summer of 2020, Sheffield joined much of the rest of the world in responding to the murder
of George Floyd. Thousands gathered at Devonshire Green on 6 June to protest his murder and to
address institutional racism in Britain. The event, along with the wider Black Lives Matter movement,
reinvigorated discussion around Britain’s role in the trade and enslavement of Africans in the
Atlantic world and its pernicious legacies. Yet, the events of 2020 also highlighted Sheffield’s complex
relationship with this history. Some proposed that a fitting response was a statue of or memorial
to the renowned white female anti-slavery activist Mary Ann Rawson and the Sheffield Female
Anti-Slavery Society (founded in 1825).1 The controversial proposal reflects the common view that
Sheffield – unlike other cities in the UK – is not ‘particularly “known” for its part in the slave trade’,
and instead had ‘a big part to play in the abolition of slavery.’2 It is the aim of this project to help tell
a more complex, and often more troubling story of the city’s relationship with the enslavement of
African peoples in the Atlantic world.
Sheffield’s radical working-class politics – including anti-slavery activism in the city – are certainly
widely known. In 2007, events across Sheffield marked the bicentenary of the abolition of the
transatlantic trade in enslaved Africans. The City Archives and Local Studies Library also produced
the booklet Towards Liberty: Slavery, the Slave Trade, Abolition and Emancipation, which serves as
an invaluable guide to archival resources for researchers interested in Sheffield’s anti-slavery past.3
Whilst important in raising the profile of Sheffield’s links to slavery, exploring and often celebrating
anti-slavery activism has obscured the wider set of connections between the city and the enslavement
of African people. In this sense, Sheffield is a marked example of a nation-wide tendency. Activists and
historians argued that across the board the national programme of events in 2007 pushed an overly
simplistic narrative of ‘moral progress’, and celebrated Britain’s role in the abolition of the transatlantic
trade in enslaved Africans above both its role as the dominant eighteenth-century slaving power and the
experiences of enslaved African people.4

1 Lloyd Bent, ‘Campaign for Statue of Sheffield’s Pioneering Women’s Anti-slavery Group Prompts Debate Around
City’s History in Wake of Black Lives Matter Protests’, The Star, June 8 2020, https://www.thestar.co.uk/news/
people/campaign-statue-sheffields-pioneering-womens-anti-slavery-group-prompts-debate-around-citys-historywake-black-lives-matter-protests-2878008 (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
2 Phoebe Fuller, ‘The Unstoppable Sheffield Women Who Fought to Abolish the Slave Trade’, Yorkshire Live, July 19
2020, https://www.examinerlive.co.uk/news/local-news/unstoppable-society-sheffield-women-who-18398063
(Accessed, 08/06/2021).
3 An updated version with new additions is available at: https://www.sheffield.gov.uk/home/libraries-archives/
access-archives-local-studies-library/research-guides/.
4 Forum on ‘Remembering Slave Trade Abolitions: Reflections on 2007 in International Perspective’, Slavery &
Abolition, Vol. 30 (2009); The Ligali Organisation, ‘African Remembrance During Wilberfest at Westminster Abbey’,
April 7 2007, https://www.ligali.org/article.php?id=637 (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
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The focus on Sheffield and abolition is also mirrored in work by professional historians. Through
reading academic scholarship on the economic and social history of Sheffield, research on Black British
history (e.g. Peter Fryer’s pioneering Staying Power), or even existing work on the relationship between
the British economy and Caribbean slavery, it is likely that you will come away with the impression that
Sheffield’s main involvement with the history of slavery was as a site of radical anti-slavery activism.
However, recent work has revealed just how wide and deep Britain’s connections are to slavery. The
roles of port-towns such as Liverpool, Bristol, and Glasgow are now quite well-known, and research
has also illuminated the significance of inland textile manufacturing centres including Nottingham and
Manchester. Research commissioned by English Heritage, Historic England, and the National Trust, as
well as databases such as the Legacies of British Slave-Ownership, detail how connections with slavery
extend into villages and hamlets, and encompass individual buildings, businesses, and people.5 Like
elsewhere, Sheffield profited from its ties to the maritime trafficking and mass enslavement of Africans.6
The ongoing legacies of historical slavery in modern Britain mean that there is a moral and intellectual
imperative to thoroughly investigate British links to slavery at both a national and a local level.
The first stage of this project was to develop a more cohesive record of the materials linking Sheffield
to the trade and enslavement of African peoples. The report that follows shares preliminary research
detailing some of these connections and identifying areas for further investigation. It demonstrates that
the historical reality of Sheffield’s relationship to slavery is far more nuanced than the way it is often
understood. The report explores how manufacturing firms and individuals in the Sheffield region had a
variety of direct and indirect connections to the trafficking and enslavement of African peoples between
the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. It places the local history of Sheffield and the surrounding
area within a global context to expose commercial and familial connections to the enslavement of
Africans in the Atlantic world. And it hints at what is yet to be done in reckoning with these connections
both by historians and the wider community.
The report builds upon existing work that has recently begun to investigate more thoroughly the
connections between Sheffield and slavery. Sheffield City Archives and Local Studies Library updated
its 2007 research guide on anti-slavery to include useful new information on the direct links between
Sheffield and Atlantic slavery. In September 2020 Joyce Bullivant wrote an article for the Sheffield Star
exploring the ‘complex history’ of Sheffield’s ties to the enslavement of Africans.7 Universities have also
unearthed connections, and many of Sheffield’s museums and heritage organisations now address
these entanglements.8 Collaborative projects between archives, galleries, and historic sites have
encouraged young people in the local area to explore these ‘hidden stories’ and make artistic responses
to them.9 The Sheffield-based author and journalist Désirée Reynolds is currently writer-in-residence
at the Sheffield City Archives, and is carrying out the important work of highlighting marginalised voices
within the archive.10

5 Further reading can be found at: sheffieldandslavery.com.
6 While the term ‘trade in enslaved Africans’ is used in places in this report for purposes of clarity for the report’s
audience, the authors are aware of the current debate about how the term ‘trade’ can confer legitimacy to the forced
trafficking of enslaved people from Africa to the Americas. For ethical guidelines when writing about historical
slavery, see P. Gabrielle Foreman, et al. ‘Writing About Slavery/Teaching About Slavery: This Might Help’ Communitysourced Document’, https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1A4TEdDgYslX-hlKezLodMIM71My3KTN0zxRv0IQT
OQs/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
7 Joyce Bullivant, ‘A Complex History of Sheffield’s Links to the Horrors of the Slave Trade’, The Star, Sep. 16 2020,
https://www.thestar.co.uk/heritage-and-retro/retro/complex-history-sheffields-links-slave-trade-2968039
(Accessed, 08/06/2021).
8 See, for example, Jessica Yates’ 2014 work with Dr Rachel van Duyvenbode for ‘The Sheffield Black Atlantic
Project’, http://www.storyingsheffield.com/2014/05/shef-black-atlantic-project/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
9 ‘Hidden Stories’, Barnsley Museums and Archives, 2007, http://antislavery.ac.uk/items/show/399 (Accessed,
08/06/2021).
10 ‘Introducing our Writer in Residence, Désirée Reynolds’, Libraries Sheffield, July 27 2021, http://shefflibraries.
blogspot.com/2021/07/introducing-our-writer-in-residence.html?m=1 (Accessed, 08/08/2021).
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As historian Meleisa Ono-George writes, ‘the vanguard of Black British history’ has been centered
‘outside of the institution’ and ‘there has been a long history of Black communities and individuals
producing their own histories.’11 Initiatives led by African and African-descended communities within
the city emphasise that the history of slavery is just one aspect of the much wider, richer, and more
varied history of African and African-descended people within and connected to Sheffield and the
wider region. This is reflected in festivals, walking tours, educational workshops, theatre productions,
visual art exhibitions, creative writing, poetry and musical performances, oral history initiatives, and
more besides.
Community groups, creative industries, academics, artists and local heritage organisations, archives,
and museums have all played parts in uncovering, publicising, and reimagining Sheffield’s history.
The second goal of this project was to start developing a network of partners from across these
interest groups committed to continued work on the history of slavery and fostering exchange and
understanding around the region’s complex past. As a Knowledge Exchange project, we wanted
to connect researchers with organisations and individuals beyond the university so that different
expertise, experiences and perspectives could be shared. A symposium on ‘Sheffield, Slavery and its
Legacies’ in July 2021 brought together members of the various interest groups listed above. Besides
providing feedback on a draft of this report and discussing its key findings, participants also discussed
possible future directions for work on the history of slavery in the city and the region, which will inform
any collaboration moving forwards.
The symposium highlighted that while future work may seek to further investigate, understand, and
publicise Sheffield’s relationship with slavery, it must also find new ways of imagining the lives of
the enslaved Africans connected to the region, its inhabitants, and industries – who often enter the
historical record nameless, and about whom little is often known.
While this report is focused upon slavery, future collaborative projects may also endeavour to
situate the topic as one part of the broader histories of African and African-descended people in
and connected to the region. Responses in the symposium made clear that in order to establish a
more rich and nuanced picture of African-Caribbean histories, institutional resources need to go
towards amplifying stories that do not centre on pain and suffering, but explore other aspects of lived
experience; past and present.
The nature of collaboration must also be considered carefully. Partnership work can be
problematic and even harmful because of systemic racism, imbalances in power and resources
(financial and otherwise), and extractive relationships between institutions such as universities
and minoritised communities. Commitment must be made to embed principles of fair and mutual
research partnerships.12

11 Meleisa Ono-George, ‘“Power in the Telling”: Community-Engaged Histories of Black Britain’, History Workshop,
Nov. 18 2019, https://www.historyworkshop.org.uk/power-in-the-telling/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021). Black history
and historians are poorly represented in UK university History departments. For more detail see the Royal Historical
Society’s 2018 Race, Ethnicity & Equality in UK History report, https://royalhistsoc.org/racereport/.
12 See the 2018 University of Bristol and Arts and Humanities Research Council report ‘Common Cause Research:
Building Research Collaborations between Universities and Black and Minority Ethnic Communities’. https://www.
commoncauseresearch.com/report/.
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The Report
The report that follows is one of the key outputs of the first phase of the Sheffield, Slavery, and its
Legacies Project. It does not seek to replicate Sheffield City Archives’ research guide (which should
ideally be read alongside this report). Nor does it claim to be a finished piece of research. Instead,
by examining the resources available across a variety of local, national, and international archives,
collating information about Sheffield’s connections to slavery into a central document, and offering
suggestions for further research, it is hoped that this report will serve as a platform for future
research and public history collaborations on the subject of Sheffield and slavery.
The report sits in the tradition of reparative history, which seeks to excavate and repair omissions of
significant events that occurred in the past.13 In this case, the report aims to reinscribe the history
of Sheffield’s links to Atlantic trade and slavery into the city’s orthodox historical narrative, which
currently privileges the city’s anti-slavery heritage but neglects to also mention the material benefits
that Sheffielders accrued from slavery between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries.
Please be advised that the report does make for hard reading and contains references to violence,
suffering, and death. There are also images of objects that were used in the mass enslavement of
Africans, such as ‘collars’ and hoes.

13 For more on ‘reparative history’, see Catherine Hall, ‘Doing Reparatory History: Bringing “Race” and Slavery
Home’, Race & Class, Vol. 60, No. 1 (2018), pp. 3-21.
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Research Methods
The connections between Sheffield and the Atlantic economy were investigated through a variety of
means. We began by analysing the work by historians on the social and economic history of Sheffield,
Black British history in the Sheffield region, and broader studies of the relationship between slavery
and the economic development of modern Britain, in order to establish what other scholars had written
about the links between Sheffield and slavery. It was important to focus on the most up-to-date work by
historians, because there have been important shifts in the past thirty years regarding questions about
the role the profits of slavery played in shaping British society, politics, and economy.
With this contextual background in place, we were then able to deepen our knowledge of Sheffield’s ties
to slavery by conducting research in digitised primary source documents through online databases
such as British State Papers Online, the Calendar of State Papers Colonial, the Transatlantic Slave
Trade database, the Legacies of British Slave-Ownership database, the British Library’s Newspaper
Collections, and the University of Leicester’s Historical Directories of England and Wales. Printed
collections of primary sources, such as George Sitwell’s letterbook, also proved useful. Our reading of
the secondary literature, along with this primary source research, provided us with a list of Sheffieldbased firms and individuals with commercial ties to the Atlantic economy. We were then able to use
these names to search the online catalogues of local, national, and international archives for other
relevant information.
There were restrictions on archival access when the research for this report was completed (20202021). The ongoing Covid-19 crisis meant that most archives were closed, or opening with restrictions,
as were libraries and universities. This explains the focus on published, open access, and digital
sources, rather than a full-scale analysis of archival holdings.
Unless otherwise specified, the Measuring Worth website has been used to calculate estimates of
differing monetary value over time.14 This online calculator has been created by a respected group of
economists and economic historians, and provides a range of ways of calculating present-day monetary
values. A detailed discussion of the methodology that underpins the Measuring Worth calculator is
provided in the University of Glasgow’s report on slavery and abolition.15 For the purposes of this report,
where the intention behind providing modern equivalencies is to give present-day readers a sense of
how much monetary values have changed over time, the Relative Wage or Income Growth: Average
Earnings calculator has been used. This is because it tends to produce a present-day estimate which
falls in between the two other ways commonly used by historians to calculate modern value (Relative
Price Worth and Relative Output Worth), and is thus useful for providing an average approximation of
how monetary value has changed over time.

14 Lawrence H. Officer and Samuel H. Williamson, ‘Five Ways to Compute the Relative Value of a UK Pound Amount,
1270 to Present’, Measuring Worth 2021, Available: https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukompare/
(Accessed, 08/06/2021).
15 Stephen Mullen and Simon Newman, ‘Slavery, Abolition, and the University of Glasgow: Report and
Recommendations of the University of Glasgow History of Slavery Steering Committee’ (2018), p. 13.
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Timeline of Slavery in the Americas
c.1530. Enslaved Africans brought to
Brazil by the Portuguese to work on
sugar plantations
1607. The English colony of Virginia was
founded.
1619. The first enslaved Africans are
brought to Virginia on a Dutch vessel.

c.1650. Large-scale plantation slavery,
with one hundred or more enslaved
Africans working on a single plantation
unit, is established in the English colony
of Barbados.

1655. The English conquer Jamaica from
the Spanish

1672. The Royal African Company is
founded and given a chartered monopoly
over the English trade in enslaved people.
The Royal Family are prominent investors
in the company.

1711. The South Sea Company is founded
and given control over the Asiento (the
monopoly contract for the trade in
enslaved Africans to Spanish America).

1776. The Thirteen North American
colonies break away from the British
Empire, forming the United States of
America.

1791-1804. The Haitian Revolution.
Haiti becomes the first Black republic in
the Americas and is the first nation to
abolish slavery.
1807. The trade in enslaved people is
abolished within the British Empire.
1834. Slavery is abolished in the British
Empire on 1 August 1834. But the
Apprenticeship scheme compels formerly
enslaved people to labour for their
former enslavers until 1838.

1837. The ‘Slave Compensation Act’
grants millions of pounds to British
enslavers in compensation for the loss
of their ‘property’. The formerly enslaved
receive nothing.

1861-65. The US Civil War. Slavery in the
United States is abolished through the
Thirteenth Amendment of 1865.

1888. Brazil is the last nation in the
Americas to abolish slavery.
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Summary of Findings
Sheffield’s connections to the Atlantic economy are both deep-rooted and long-lasting,
stretching back to the middle decades of the seventeenth century, and through
commercial ties to the United States and Brazil continuing on into the late nineteenth
century (decades after the abolition of slavery in the British empire).
Sheffield manufacturers profited from the sale of their metalware in West African
markets as part of the trade in enslaved people. They also sold their manufactured
goods in the plantation economies of North America, the Caribbean, and Brazil. Of
particular significance were the plantation hoes that were manufactured in Sheffield
during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, shipped to the Americas, and
used by enslaved Africans in the cotton fields of the United States and the sugarcane
fields of the Caribbean and Brazil. The demand for these manufactured goods in West
African and American markets would have helped to stimulate industrial expansion in
Sheffield.
Sheffield is thus an example of how the material benefits of slavery to the British
economy penetrated far inland, and were not just confined to port cities such as
London, Bristol, Liverpool, and Glasgow. Inland manufacturing centres such as
Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham, Nottingham, and Sheffield also benefitted from their
commercial connections to the Atlantic economy.
Sheffield also had a sugar refining industry during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Unrefined muscovado sugar grown by enslaved people probably found
its way to Sheffield as payment for the manufactured metal goods being sent to the
Caribbean, Guyana, and Brazil. It is likely, therefore, that this industry developed in
response to the local demand for facilities to process raw muscovado sugar into
refined white sugar.
At least three traders in enslaved people were either born in Sheffield or maintained
close familial links with the city and its surrounding areas.
At least eight confirmed ‘owners’ of enslaved people are known to have been born in
or lived in Sheffield and its surrounding area at some point in their lives.16 Some of
these families, such as the Crossleys, profited massively from the Slave Compensation
Act of 1837.
There are nine stately homes and landed estates in Sheffield and its surrounding area
(South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire) whose owners had either direct or indirect
exploitative ties to the Atlantic economy. Whether wealth generated from the sale and
labour of enslaved people found its way directly into the construction or renovation
of these buildings is at present unknown, but seems likely in the cases of Brodsworth
Hall, Cannon Hall, and Hellaby Hall.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Sheffielders from across the socioeconomic spectrum – from landed elites and wealthy manufactuers to lowly
nailmakers – thus had economic links to Atlantic slavery.

16 Those who participated in the enslavement of Africans are now often referred to as
‘enslavers’ in order to name their active participation in the violent oppression of African people.
We have used this term but also use ‘slaveholder’/’owner’ and ‘trader’ where necessary to
distinguish between those who trafficked enslaved people and those who held them in bondage in
the Americas.
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Four former ‘owners’ of enslaved Africans who received compensation payouts
through the Slave Compensation Act of 1837 invested a total of £16,600 (around
£14 million in 2020 values) in the development of railway infrastructure in the
Sheffield region.17
Sheffield also has a strong tradition of anti-slavery activism. Female activists in
particular led local campaigns to end the British trade in the enslaved Africans.
However, by the 1850s and 1860s this abolitionist zeal had begun to wane. While
there was still some support for anti-slavery efforts in the U.S., this co-existed with
considerable support for the pro-slavery Confederacy during the American Civil
War (1861-65).
There is a confirmed African presence in South Yorkshire dating to as early as
1725. But an image of an African in the household of Phillip Stanhope means that we
can likely push this date back to the 1690s in the wider region.
Black abolitionists from the USA often spoke in Sheffield during the nineteenth
century.
When compared with other British cities with ties to Atlantic slavery (e.g. Bristol,
Liverpool, and Glasgow), the traders in enslaved people and absentee ‘owners’ of
enslaved people in Sheffield were a small minority of the city’s population. The most
significant link between Sheffield and slavery was the commercial relationship
between the city’s metalware manufacturers and societies in the Americas where
slavery was an integral part of economic and social life. The ancillary industries
that developed around the export-oriented metalworking trades had important
multiplier effects for Sheffield’s local economy and society (e.g. demographic
growth and wealth generation). Future research could use Sheffield as another
case study for exploring whether the British industrial revolution was stimulated by
slavery and the Atlantic trades.18
Overall, Sheffield is a complex and important case study because it provides
insights into how inland manufacturing centres in Britain had deep and lasting
connections to the plantation system and the trade in enslaved African people
between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. But the example of Sheffield
also reveals how British cities with important connections to the Atlantic economy
(and thus slavery) could also function as centres of anti-slavery politics in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
The findings of this report highlight how there is an urgent need for a reassessment
and revision of Sheffield’s orthodox historical narrative, which ignores the city’s
various links to historical slavery and instead celebrates its anti-slavery heritage.
A public discussion about how institutions in Sheffield can facilitate the process of
altering this orthodox historical narrative to accommodate the new data presented
in this report is an important next step for the city.

17 The modern value of £16,600 sterling in 1837 (estimated here using a Relative Wage
Income: Average Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.
com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021). These four separate investments
in railway infrastructure were not all made in 1837, but because this is the date that the
‘Slave Compensation Act’ was passed it provides a useful approximate date for a general
computation of present-day value.
18 There has been a longstanding debate among historians over whether slavery stimulated
the British industrial revolution. This debate was initiated by the Trinidadian historian
and politician Eric Williams in Capitalism and Slavery (Chapel Hill, 1944). For other key
literature, see: Kenneth Morgan, Slavery, Atlantic Trade and the British Economy, 1600-1800
(Cambridge, 2000); Joseph E. Inikori, Africans and the Industrial Revolution in England: A
Study in International Trade and Economic Development (Cambridge, 2002); Nicholas Draper,
Katie Donington, Keith McClelland, Rachel Lang, and Catherine Hall, Legacies of British SlaveOwnership: Colonial Slavery and the Formation of Victorian Britain (Cambridge, 2014).
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Sheffield manufacturers were involved with the Atlantic economy in three main ways. First, knives and
other metalware produced by Sheffield manufacturers were bought by British merchants, shipped
to West Africa, and used to purchase enslaved Africans as part of the transatlantic trade in enslaved
people. Second, Sheffield-produced tools and other metalware were bought by plantation owners in
North America, the Caribbean, and Brazil and used as part of their business operations. For example,
enslaved Africans in the Americas undertook backbreaking labour using ‘plantation hoes’ manufactured
at factories in Sheffield during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Third, commodities grown by
enslaved people in the Americas were processed in Sheffield; a sugar refining industry had emerged in
the city by the mid-eighteenth century. By providing new and dynamic overseas markets for metalware,
the trade in enslaved Africans and the plantation system helped to stimulate industrial development in
Sheffield from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries. This is because the growing demand
for metalware from traders in enslaved people and plantation owners would have encouraged Sheffield
manufacturers to increase supply.

The Transatlantic Trade in Enslaved Africans
Sheffield’s relationship with the trade in enslaved people began early. Englishmen had profited
sporadically from slaving ventures to West Africa during the reign of Elizabeth I in the sixteenth century,
but it was only in the 1640s with the rise of plantation slavery in Barbados that English merchants,
based predominantly in London, began to participate systematically in the transatlantic trade in
enslaved Africans.19 By the 1660s, Sheffield manufactures can be found in the cargoes assembled in
London for shipment to West Africa to purchase valuable commodities such as gold, ivory, redwood, and
enslaved Africans. For example, in 1662 the George and Martha sailed to Fort Cormantine (Abandze,
Ghana), with two hogsheads of Sheffield knives worth £41 4s 6d in the hold (approximately £94,800 in
2020 values).20
Knives of varying size and quality that were manufactured in Europe (including those from Sheffield)
were much desired in West Africa. Some were used in agriculture, such as to harvest maize and
millet, while others (perhaps of superior quality) were used to slaughter sacrificial animals. In Benin,
European-made knives were prestige goods; the French mariner Jean-Francois Landolphe observed
how all men in Benin carried knives ‘constantly at their side to use as needed, with admirable skill,
against fierce animals’.21
After the 1730s the locus of the British trade in enslaved Africans began to shift away from London
and towards the port towns of Bristol and Liverpool.22 The latter was the leading city involved in the
trade in enslaved people in the eighteenth century. Due to their geographical proximity to the northwest
of England, Sheffield manufacturers had become particularly closely linked to traders in enslaved
Africans based in Liverpool by the mid-eighteenth century. Along with Manchester, Leeds, Stoke, and
Birmingham, Sheffield was part of Liverpool’s industrial hinterland, fashioning manufactured goods for
sale in West Africa.

19 Michael D. Bennett, ‘Merchant Capital and the Origins of the Barbados Sugar Boom, 1627-1672’ (PhD Thesis,
University of Sheffield, 2020); Richard B. Sheridan, Sugar and Slavery: An Economic History of the British West
Indies, 1623-1775, (Baltimore, 1973); Richard S. Dunn, Sugar and Slaves: The Rise of the Planter Class in the English
West Indies, 1624-1713 (London, 1973).
20 Margaret Makepeace, ‘English Traders on the Guinea Coast, 1657-1668: An Analysis of the East India Company
Archive’, History in Africa, Vol. 16 (1989), pp. 269-70. The modern value of £41 4s 6d sterling in 1662 (estimated here
using a Relative Wage Income: Average Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.com/
calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
21 Stanley B. Alpen, ‘What Africans Got for Their Slaves: A Master List of European Trade Goods’, History in Africa,
Vol. 22 (1995), pp. 16-17.
22 Kenneth Morgan, Slavery and the British Empire: From Africa to America (Oxford, 2007), pp. 61-63.
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By the second half of the eighteenth century the role of Liverpool’s West African trade as an outlet for
manufactures from Manchester, Birmingham, and Sheffield was becoming widely appreciated. In 1760,
for instance, a visitor to Liverpool named Samuel Derrick noted how:
the principal exports of Liverpool are all kinds of woollen and worsted goods, with other
manufactures of Manchester and Sheffield and Birmingham wares, &c. These they barter
on the coast of Guinea for slaves, gold-dust, and elephants’ teeth [ivory]. The slaves they
dispose of at Jamaica, Barbadoes, and the other West India islands, for rum and sugar,
for which they are sure of quick sale at home.23
A good example of the links between Sheffield manufacturers and Liverpool merchants involved in the
trafficking of enslaved Africans across the Atlantic is the business career of William Earle. Owners of
slaving vessels (typically a group of merchants) assigned someone to manage the voyage (often called
the ‘agent’ or ‘ship’s husband’), and among their tasks was compiling a cargo of trade goods. One such
individual was William Earle, who after several voyages as a ship captain, was a part-owner in 97
slaving voyages between 1753 and 1787.24 He acquired goods for specific vessels and voyages from
manufacturers across and beyond Britain, and Earle also kept warehouses and a store in Liverpool
where merchants could purchase items.25
There were three types of metal goods that Earle dealt specifically for the trade in enslaved Africans:
guns and cutlasses (principally from Birmingham) and knives (principally from Sheffield). In 1760, for
example, knives from Sheffield were among the cargo Earle assembled for the slaving vessel Prince
Vada, alongside cloth from Halifax, guns from Birmingham, ‘Indian textiles’ from Holland, and more.26
Prince Vada sailed to Malembo, Angola, where 203 enslaved Africans were embarked on the long
journey to St. Kitts and Barbados, where 180 Africans were disembarked.27 Most of Earle’s knives were
supplied by Joseph and Benjamin Broomhead, ‘factors and manufacturers of cutlery wares’ who were
based in Fargate, Sheffield, by 1774.28 The Broomheads supplied a range of goods to Earle, including
scissors, forks, and several different types of knives. Among these were ‘Guinea knives’, which were
explicitly ‘intended to make part of a slaving cargo’. In 1761, William Earle assured some vessel-owners
that the Guinea knives he supplied were well-suited to the trade at Bonny (Nigeria), and ‘I sell many of
these knives in a year and the ships I am concerned in take no other.’29

23 Quoted in: Gomer Williams, History of the Liverpool Privateers and Letters of Marque with an Account of the
Liverpool Slave Trade, 1744-1812 (Montreal, 2004), pp. 171-72.
24 Peter Earle, The Earles of Liverpool: A Georgian Merchant Dynasty (Liverpool, 2015), p. 68.
25 Ibid., p. 108.
26 Ibid., p. 87, pp. 109-111.
27 The Transatlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org (Accessed, 24/07/21), Voyage ID: 90911.
28 Earle, Earles of Liverpool, p. 111; https://www.hawleysheffieldknives.com/n-fulldetails.php?val=b&kel=625
(Accessed, 06/06/2021).
29 Earle, Earles of Liverpool, pp. 111-112.
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If the scale or significance of the trade in enslaved Africans to Sheffield-based knife manufacturers
will only be revealed by further research, the example of William Earle makes important links between
the city’s manufacturers and Liverpool’s traders, and reveals some of the ways Sheffielders accessed,
and profited from, Atlantic markets. Certainly, these connections were not unique to Earle, though he
himself was ‘at least partly responsible for the shipment of just under 30,000 slaves [...] of whom about
5,000 died and 25,000 were actually delivered, nearly all to the islands of the Caribbean.’30 A part-owner
alongside Earle on a number of slaving voyages was another Liverpool slave-trader called William
Davenport. Davenport and Co.’s bill of exchange register (1769-1787) shows three Sheffield firms were
regularly drawing bills received in Liverpool. This again included Joseph and Benjamin Broomhead, later
Broomhead, Wilkinson, & Brittain, along with the slitting-mill proprietors J. and J. Kenyon who produced
bolts, files, and hoops, and merchants Watson, Raynor & Turner.31 A similar ‘system of trade’ to Earle’s
was also used by Joseph Harrison in the mid-eighteenth century, who was commander of the Rainbow,
owned by Thomas Rumbold and Co. of Liverpool: ‘cargoes consisted of Manchester and Yorkshire
goods, hatchets, cutlasses, knives, gunpowder and trinkets, pistols, muskets, etc., from Birmingham and
Sheffield’ and ‘these goods were bartered for slaves on the West coast of Africa’.32 Trade directories
are also suggestive of such connections in the knife-trade: the 1787 directory for Sheffield, for example,
listed Ebenezer Parker (based on Eyre street) as a factor and manufacturer of knives for the African
and Quebec Trades.33 William Moss’ 1796 guide to Liverpool stressed how ‘the earthen wares of
Staffordshire, can no where be shipped abroad to great advantage as from here. The same may be
said of the hard wares of Sheffield’.34 Links between Sheffield manufacturers and Liverpool traders in
enslaved Africans (as well as those in areas like Lancaster), are thus worthy of further research.35
Such was the widespread acknowledgement of the importance of the trade in enslaved Africans to
Sheffield’s metal industries that an anonymous author of a letter from Jamaica, published in 1788 to
warn against the potentially devastating consequences for the British economy that would result from
the abolition of the trade in enslaved people, stressed that ‘The Colonies would not exist without the
African trade. The Manchester & Sheffield Manufactories would instantly go to ruin & their people be
set a starving’.36 While the point made here about the importance of West Africa as an outlet for goods
produced by the Sheffield metal industry in the eighteenth century is broadly correct, this author
overemphasised the dependence of Sheffield manufacturers on the trade in enslaved Africans for
polemical purposes, as evidenced by the fact that Sheffield’s industries continued to prosper even
after the abolition of the trade in enslaved people in the British empire in 1807. Though as this report
goes on to detail, a number of Sheffield’s manufacturing industries developed close ties with slaverybased economies in the Americas that continued long after the end of the British involvement in the
transatlantic trade in enslaved Africans.
Tools and nails manufactured in Sheffield were not only exported, they were also used in the
shipbuilding industry in Liverpool (and elsewhere in Britain) to construct vessels for use in the
transatlantic trade in enslaved people.37

30 Ibid., p. 79.
31 B.L. Anderson, ‘The Lancashire Bill System and its Liverpool Practitioners: the Case of a Slave Merchant’ in William
Henry Chaloner, Barrie M. Ractcliffe (eds) Trade and Transport: Essays in Economic History in Honour of T.S. Willan
(Manchester, 1977), pp. 66-67. Records pertaining to William Earle (D/EARLE) and William Davenport (D/DAV) can be
found at National Museums Liverpool, Maritime Archives and Library.
32 George Francis Dow, Slave Ships and Slaving (Salem, 1927), p. 103.
33 Thanks to Cheryl Bailey, Sheffield City Archives, for this information.
34 James Walvin, The Zong: A Massacre, the Law and the End of Slavery (New Haven, 2019), p. 18.
35 See, for example, Melinda Elder, Slave Trade and the Economic Development of 18th-Century Lancaster
(Edinburgh, 1992), pp. 47-50.
36 Sheryllynne Haggerty, Merely for Money?: Business Culture in the British Atlantic, 1750–1815 (Liverpool, 2012),
pp. 217-18.
37 Mary Wills and Madge Dresser, ‘The Transatlantic Slave Economy and England’s Built Environment: A Research
Audit’ (Commissioned by Historic England, 2020), p. 132.
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The Plantation System
Britain’s plantation colonies in North America and the Caribbean were not just valued as sites for
the production of commodities desired in Europe (e.g.: sugar and tobacco), but also for their role as
captive export markets for goods manufactured in Britain. A pillar of the ‘mercantilist’ policy pursued
by the imperial government in London during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was that
manufacturing would be suppressed in the colonies but deliberately encouraged at home. This meant
that the majority of the clothes, shoes, nails, pots, pans, cisterns, rollers, agricultural tools, and other
assorted metalware that were needed to ensure the continued profitability of the plantation enterprise
in the Americas were manufactured in Britain and shipped to the colonies.38 As will be explored below,
the Sheffield metalware industries benefited from this policy, and were stimulated by the demand
for tools and other metal goods in the British plantation colonies. These tools were used by enslaved
Africans to cultivate cash crops such as sugar, tobacco, cotton, ginger, and indigo. Indeed, when the
output of British factories increased during the ‘industrial revolution’ in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, Sheffield manufacturers even managed to capture the markets of other nations
that practised slavery-based plantation agriculture, such as the USA and Brazil.

Early History
The earliest evidence of a Sheffield manufacturer using the plantation colonies as an export market
dates to the 1660s, only a few decades after the settlement of the first English colonies in North America
and the Caribbean (Virginia was founded in 1607, St. Kitts in 1623, and Barbados in 1627). In 1662-3
George Sitwell, an ironmaster born in Eckington and with business operations in and around Sheffield
and Chesterfield, was corresponding with merchants in London about the prospect of producing
sugarcane rollers and sugar boiling stoves in his iron foundries. These rollers and stoves would have
been shipped to the Caribbean for use in the nascent sugar industry, where enslaved Africans operated
the mills and boiled the sugar (as depicted in Figure 1). Enslaved Africans who were forced to labour in
sugar mills and boiling houses worked in extremely dangerous conditions; industrial accidents leading
to the loss of limbs and other forms of serious bodily harm were not uncommon. Sitwell also profited
from the sale of handsaws and nails to the slave colony of Barbados during the early 1660s. He received
sugar and cotton, likely cultivated by enslaved Africans, in exchange for these manufactures.39
As Sitwell’s business operations demonstrate, in the seventeenth century the overseas exports of
Sheffield and its surroundings were controlled and mediated by London merchants. This has led
historian David Hey to argue that ‘tools bought in America that were said to be “from London” may
therefore have been manufactured elsewhere’, in locations such as Sheffield and Birmingham.40 Indeed,
in seventeenth-century Sheffield 60 percent of the workforce was employed in the metal trades; no
other town in England had such a specialised workforce at this time.41

38 Nuala Zahedieh, The Capital and the Colonies: London and the Atlantic Economy 1660-1700 (Cambridge, 2010).
The New England and mid-Atlantic colonies of mainland North American did possess a nascent manufacturing
sector, which grew in size and importance over the course of the eighteenth century. But most manufactured goods
consumed in the plantation colonies of the Chesapeake, Lower South, and Caribbean were supplied from Britain.
Even by 1850, when US industry had begun to make many of its own tools, ‘it still needed Sheffield steel since its own
crucible steel industry had not yet been established.’ Geoffrey Tweedale, Steel City: Entrepreneurship, Strategy, and
Technology in Sheffield, 1743-1993 (Oxford, 1995), pp. 41-42.
39 Philip Riden (ed.), George Sitwell’s Letterbook 1662-66, Vol. X (Derbyshire Record Society, 1985), p. XXI.
40 David Hey, ‘The Development of the English Toolmaking Industry during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries’, in James Gaynor (ed.), Eighteenth-century Woodworking Tools: Papers Presented at a Tool Symposium,
May 19-22, 1994 (Williamsburg, 1997), p. 16.
41 Ibid., p. 15.
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Figure 1. In the foreground of this engraving we see enslaved Africans boiling sugar in metal cisterns,
and at the centre is a sugar mill with three metal rollers being driven by oxen. These metal cisterns
and rollers are what George Sitwell was producing for the Barbados market in the same decade this
engraving was produced.
‘La Figure des Moulins a Sucre’, in Charles de Rochefort, Histoire Naturelle et Morale des Iles
Antilles de L’Amerique (Rotterdam, 1665). ©John Carter Brown Library, Box 1894, Brown University,
Providence, R.I., USA.
Sheffield’s commercial connections with the Caribbean plantation system continued into the early
eighteenth century. By this time Jamaica had eclipsed Barbados as the most important sugar colony
in the empire, and so it is little surprise to see the South Yorkshire Ironmasters’ Syndicate involved
in trade to Jamaica. In June 1704, the syndicate consigned two parcels of ‘Cuttler Ware’ [cutlery] and
two parcels of nails worth £99 14s 0d to their agent Thomas Fell in Jamaica (worth around £222,000
in 2020 values).42 Nails were essential for the construction of buildings in the rapidly developing colony,
while Sheffield cutlery might have been used for fine dining by wealthy Jamaican planters. The Fell
family had roots in the Sheffield region and branches of the family could be found in Barbados and
Jamaica by late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. They also had strong links to Quakerism,
and so it is possible that the ties between the Sheffield ironmasters and Thomas Fell are an example of
transatlantic Quaker commercial networks in operation.43
In 1739-42 there is evidence of nails manufactured in South Yorkshire being sent to American colonies
such as Pennsylvania, Virginia, Jamaica, the Leeward Islands, and Newfoundland. Nailmakers were
one of the poorest groups involved in manufacturing in the Sheffield area. Their nails were collected by
middlemen, known as nailchapmen, and dispatched to London, where they would subsequently be sold
to buyers both within Britain and in the American colonies.44

42 The modern value of £99 14s 0d sterling in 1704 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average
Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed,
08/06/2021).
43 Sheffield City Archives, Ironmasters’ Syndicate. Ledger. Entries for goods consigned to Thomas Fell in Jamaica;
building at Rotherham Mill [1702-1706]. SIR/1/2/5.
44 Hey, ‘The Development of the English Toolmaking Industry’, p. 15.
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During the second half of the eighteenth century an innovation in metalworking in Sheffield allowed for
the production of higher-grade steel. This enabled Sheffield-based manufacturers to capture markets
in Europe and the Americas. In his History and General Directory of the Borough of Sheffield (1833),
William White recounted how:
in 1769, Mr. Thomas Bolsover, the ingenious founder of the silverplated trade, having
turned his attention to the manufacture of edge tools, &c. built the Whiteley-wood works
where he established the first machinery for rolling iron and steel into plates, suitable
for saws, fenders, spades, shovels, &c. which had previously been formed solely by the
laborious and more expensive operations of the hammer. The manufacturers of Sheffield
now traded extensively with the continents of Europe and America, and instead of waiting
“the coming of a casual trader,” or carrying their goods to an uncertain fair or market,
they engaged commercial travellers, whose periodical journeys extended to all the
principal towns in England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales.45
After 1750 Sheffield manufacturers were thus well situated to take advantage of the demand for
metalware in North America and the Caribbean.

The Plantation Hoe
The advent of steel production gave Sheffield manufacturers a comparative advantage in certain
trades, in particular the plantation hoe. The historian Chris Evans describes the plantation hoe as
one of the ‘success’ stories of British manufacturing in the eighteenth century. According to Evans, it
typified a ‘new model of production and consumption in the eighteenth century’, and underwent ‘product
innovation, elaboration, [and] differentiation’ over the course of the century.46 Due to its steel industry,
Sheffield became an important centre for the manufacture of the plantation hoe, supplying markets in
North America, the Caribbean, and Brazil.47
The commodity chain involved in the production of the plantation hoe was long. Iron ore excavated from
the open-pit Dannemora mine in Sweden was imported into the port of Hull in northeast England, and
then transported to Sheffield. Sheffield manufacturers used this Swedish iron to fashion the metal blade
of the plantation hoe, edged with steel, which was then shipped to the Americas via Liverpool. The hoe
was assembled on-site at the plantation through the fixing of a wooden shaft to the blade.48

45 William White, History and General Directory of the Borough of Sheffield (Sheffield, 1833), pp. 53-54. See also
Chris Evans and Alun Withey, ‘An Enlightenment in Steel?: Innovation in the Steel Trades of Eighteenth-Century
Britain’, Technology and Culture, Vol. 53, No. 3 (2012), pp. 533-560.
46 Chris Evans, ‘The Plantation Hoe: The Rise and Fall of an Atlantic Commodity, 1650–1850’, The William and Mary
Quarterly, Vol. 69, No. 1 (2012), p. 89, 92.
47 Another important site for the production of plantation hoes was the Crowley ironworks in Winlaton, southwest of
Newcastle.
48 Evans, ‘The Plantation Hoe’, p. 90.
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Plantation hoes were used by enslaved Africans labouring in the fields. In the early years of settlement
a variety of crops were cultivated in the Caribbean colonies, including tobacco, cotton, ginger, and
indigo, all of which were dependent on hoe agriculture. This diversified pattern of production never
fully disappeared, but by the late seventeenth century sugar had become the dominant cash crop. In
the Caribbean islands, therefore, plantation hoes were most frequently used when carrying out the
arduous and monotonous work of holing, which involved digging hundreds of holes for the cultivation of
sugarcane. The strongest enslaved Africans on the estate were organised into gangs of between thirty
and fifty workers to carry out the process of cane holing, and the overseer was permitted liberal use of
the whip to ensure discipline.49 The vast majority of field workers on Caribbean sugar estates in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were women, meaning that the typical user of a plantation hoe
manufactured in Sheffield would more likely than not have been an enslaved African woman.50
According to the historian Justin Roberts, cane hole agriculture ‘was among the most backbreaking of
all tasks performed by slaves in the Americas. Most contemporaries agreed that it contributed to the
high mortality and morbidity rates on sugar plantations’.51 The remains of enslaved Africans who toiled
on the Newton Plantation in Barbados (a plantation owned by a family with links to South Yorkshire
and North Derbyshire, see below p. 32) have been studied by archaeologists, and their skeletons show
widespread levels of arthritic joint deterioration of the spine, wrists, and knees. This is suggestive of the
kind of degeneration that would result from the intense stooped labour associated with using plantation
hoes to repeatedly dig holes for the cultivation of sugarcane.52 Plantation hoes made in Sheffield were
therefore used in one of the most physically demanding and destructive tasks that enslaved Africans
were forced to perform in the plantation Americas.
Plantation hoes were used in the North American colonies (that eventually coalesced to form the United
States) to cultivate tobacco, rice, and cotton. In the Chesapeake enslaved people tilled and weeded the
ground using hoes in order to grow tobacco; enslaved women on Carolina and Georgia rice plantations
used long-handled hoes to till the ground in difficult and disease-ridden wetland conditions; and in
the ‘cotton belt’ of the southern United States hoes were essential to the rapid expansion of cotton
cultivation into Alabama and Mississippi in the 1820s and 1830s because ploughs were unsuitable
for use in hastily cleared fields littered with tree stumps.53 Photographs of African Americans using
plantation hoes in the nineteenth-century USA survive (see Figure 2).

49 Thomas Roughley, The Jamaican Planters Guide, or, A System for Planting and Managing A Sugar Estate, or
Other Plantations in that Island, and Throughout the British West Indies in General (London, 1823), pp. 79-82, 99110.
50 Justin Roberts, Slavery and the Enlightenment in the British Atlantic, 1750-1807 (Cambridge, 2013), pp. 105-110,
153-154.
51 Ibid., p. 105.
52 Ibid., pp. 105-110, 212.
53 For tobacco, see Ira Berlin, Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries of Slavery in North America
(Cambridge, Mass., 1998), p. 31. For rice, see Judith A. Carney, Black Rice: The African Origins of Rice Cultivation in
the Americas (Cambridge, 2001). For cotton, see Evans, ‘Plantation Hoe’, p. 98.
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Figure 2. ‘Sweet potato planting, Hopkinson’s plantation’, Edisto Island, South Carolina, USA, 1862.
Photograph by Henry P. Moore. LOT14024, no.102, Gladstone Collection of African American
Photographs, Library of Congress, USA.
The Works Progress Administration (WPA) ‘slave narratives’ are a particularly rich set of sources for
exploring the different ways plantation hoes figured in the lives of enslaved people in the nineteenthcentury US. The narratives consist of over 2000 interviews with formerly enslaved African Americans,
undertaken in 1936-38.54 Despite speaking many decades after the end of slavery in the US (1865),
interviewees offered many details about life under slavery.
Formerly enslaved in Tennessee, Cecelia Chappel described how she and the other enslaved people
stood in the field ‘long ‘fore day break’, leaning on their hoes whilst they waited for the horn that
signalled the start of their day’s labour.55 Sara Colquitt (see Figure 3) similarly described how she
worked in the fields ‘every day from ‘fore daylight to almost plumb dark.’ She continued: ‘I usta take my
littlest baby wid me. I had two chilluns, and I’d tie hit up to a tree limb to keep off de ants and bugs whilst
I hoed and worked de furrow’.56 Other enslaved mothers literally hoed whilst they nursed their infants,
and many were separated from their children to undertake this work.

54 See the US Library of Congress website for more information and seventeen volumes of interviews: www.loc.gov/
collections/slave-narratives-from-the-federal-writers-project-1936-to-1938/
55 Cecelia Chappel, in Federal Writers’ Project, Slave Narratives: A Folk History of Slavery in the United States From
Interviews with Former Slaves (Washington, D.C., 1941), Vol. XV, Tennessee, p. 6.
56 Sara Colquitt, Slave Narratives, Vol. I, Alabama, p. 87.
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Slaveholders, overseers, and/
or drivers ‘ke[pt] check’ to
ensure each enslaved person
completed their allotted hoeing.
Interviewees recalled brutal
punishments meted out to those
deemed inefficient or slow.
Mariah Callaway described
how her grandfather and his
contemporaries in Georgia would
wait until the overseer ‘got behind
a hill’ and ‘lay down our hoe and
call on God to free us’.57

Figure 3. Sara Colquitt, WPA interviewee, photographed
in Alabama, USA, in 1936-8. A917, vol. 1, Federal Writers’
Project, United States Work Projects Administration, Library of
Congress, USA.

Hoes were instruments of forced
labour. However, enslaved people
also turned them into powerful
weapons. WPA interviewees
also described their significance
in day-to-day encounters as
a proximate weapon when
working in the fields. When
Martha Bradley’s overseer said
something to her that ‘he had
no bizness [to] say’, she took
her hoe and ‘knocked him plum
down’.58 In Texas, when Charley
Fenner’s white female enslaver
approached him with a cowhide
whip, he deterred her simply
by waving his hoe in the air and
telling her ‘Missy, I ain’t ‘vise
you come any step closeter.’59
Hoes were used to protect one
another too. In Louisiana, when
an overseer struck the heavily
pregnant Caroline Head, an
enslaved man ‘took a hoe and said
if the man hit her again he would
knock his brains out’.60 The tool
was also used in insurrections.61

While the hoe featured in enslaved people’s lives as a tool of their exploitation and their resistance, it
also became a part of sayings and superstitions, songs and cooking. ‘Hoe-cake’, for instance, formed
a ‘large part of the slave’s bill of fare’, as Allen Parker described in his 1895 Recollections of Slavery
Times. This consisted of cornmeal, water, and sometimes fat, which was cooked over a fire using a
hoe angled to make ‘a resting place for the cake’.62 Tracing this single tool can thus offer us important
insights into the lives of the people who utilised the kinds of wares exported from Sheffield.

57 Mariah Callaway, Slave Narratives, Vol. IV, Georgia, Part I, p. 174.
58 Martha Bradley, Slave Narratives, Vol. I, Alabama, p. 46.
59 Jacob Branch, Slave Narratives, Vol. XVI, Texas, Part I, p. 139.
60 Mattie Lee, Slave Narratives, Vol. X, Missouri, p. 224.
61 See, for example, Robert L. Paquette, ‘“A Horde of Brigands?”: The Great Louisiana Slave Revolt of 1811
Reconsidered’, Historical Reflections, Vol. 35 (2009), p. 87.
62 Allen Parker, Recollections of Slavery Times (Worcester, Mass., 1895), pp. 14-15.
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The Manufacture of Plantation Hoes and other Tools in Sheffield
The potential market for the plantation hoe was large. In 1804 there were approximately 3.2 million
enslaved people in the USA, the Caribbean, and Brazil.63 Due to the wear and tear on the hoes resulting
from their constant use in plantation agriculture they also needed constant replenishment.64
Manufacturing firms in Britain (many based in Sheffield) designed smaller plantation hoes aimed
specifically at enslaved women and children of smaller stature, which highlights that they had an
awareness of the gender- and aged-based division of labour on the plantation and catered to the market
accordingly.65 This is described by formerly enslaved people in the USA in the WPA narratives. Andrew
Moss was enslaved on a large plantation in Georgia as a child, and recalled how:
Dey had little hoes, handles ‘bout de size of my arm, for de little fellers. I’ve walked many a
mile, when I was a little feller, up and down de rows, followin’ de grown folks, an chopping
wid de hoe ‘round de corners whar de earth was soft so de little uns could hoe easy.66
Henry Johnson, who was enslaved in Virginia, similarly worked with ‘a little hoe’ as a child. He had to ‘dig
weeds out of de crop’ and described how children were brutally punished if they ‘overlooked’ a ‘little
grass’.67 Even if enslavers professed to give children lighter work, because they ‘didn’t want to stunt the
children[‘s]’ growth, enslaved children had significant roles in supporting hoeing - delivering water to
enslaved adults working in the fields, or as Nancy Anderson remembered, accompanying the workers
with a file in order to ‘sharpen their hoes’.68
Due to variety in the types of soils across different regions of the Americas, specialised plantation hoes
were designed and manufactured for sale in specific markets. Advertisements created by one Sheffieldbased manufacturer for ‘Barbados hoes’, ‘Jamaica hoes’, and ‘Brazil hoes’ shows how specialised and
dynamic the trade in plantation hoes had become by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
(see Figure 4). In 1831 the shape and size of a few of these varieties of plantation hoe were described.
The ‘East India grubbing hoe’ was ‘long and narrow, somewhat like an adze’; the ‘West India hoe’ was
‘much larger, being nearly the width of a small spade’; and ‘the Carolina hoe’ was ‘larger still, and
formed like an inverted shovel’.69
This specialisation for different markets was most likely the result of feedback regarding the most
effective designs provided by slaveholders in different parts of the Americas. For example, in the
early 1840s, DeForest, Morris, & Co., of Mobile, Alabama, advertised goods ‘import[ed] direct from
the workshops in BIRMINGHAM and SHEFFIELD’, including ‘weeding hoes’ that were ‘made to order,
expressly for this market, and patterned after suggestions, made by the leading Planters of this State’.
Hoes were advertised alongside double barrel guns, scythes, cutlery, locks, and chains. The company
‘return[ed] their thanks to the Planters of the Interior’, whose ‘very liberal patronage they have received,
which not only enables them to make nearly all their purchases for cash, but to keep on hand at all times
a very Extensive Assortment of Goods in their line’ [emphasis in original].70 This suggests that there
was an intimate relationship between slaveholders and Sheffield manufacturers, and a close connection
to the day-to-day lives of enslaved people in the USA. These advertisements also underscore how the
profile/brand of the city of Sheffield was an intrinsic element in communicating and advertising highquality tools.
63 B. W. Higman, ‘Demographic Trends’, in David Eltis, Stanley L. Engerman, Seymour Drescher, and David Richardson
(eds), The Cambridge World History of Slavery: Vol. 4, 1804-2016 (Cambridge, 2017), p. 24.
64 Evans, ‘The Plantation Hoe’, pp. 78-79.
65 Ibid., p. 83.
66 Andrew Moss, Slave Narratives, Vol. XV, Tennessee, p.50.
67 Henry Johnson, Slave Narratives, Vol. X, Missouri, p. 206.
68 Nancy Anderson, Slave Narratives, Vol. II, Arkansas, Part I, p. 50.
69 The Cabinet Cyclopaedia. Conducted by the Rev. Dionysius Lardner. A Treatise of the Progressive Improvement
and Present State of the Manufactures in Metal. Vol. I. Iron and Steel (London, 1831), p. 142.
70 Southern Argus (Columbus, Mississippi), March 29 1842. Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers,
Library of Congress.
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Figure 4. Plantation hoes
sold by Joseph Smith of
Sheffield. Joseph Smith,
Explanation or Key, to the
Various Manufactories of
Sheffield, with Engravings
of Each Article (1816).
672 SSTQ, Sheffield Local
Studies Library.

However, the quality of the steel edging on plantation hoes manufactured in Sheffield sometimes left a
lot to be desired. In 1831 one well-informed observer implied that this was because the tools were to
be used by enslaved Africans. He explained how ‘tools designed to be used by persons whose time and
labour are accounted of no great value, and whose comfort is rated still lower, excellency of material,
and superiority of workmanship, weigh nothing in the scale against cheapness and cupidity’. In his
estimation, therefore, Sheffield manufacturers could save costs by producing low quality plantation
tools because they were to be used by people whose comfort did not matter and whose time and
labour was not considered particularly valuable (presumably when compared to that of white workers
or consumers).71

71 The Cabinet Cyclopaedia, p. 143.
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The following list of 16 Sheffield-based firms from the nineteenth century are listed in trade directories
as ‘American merchants’. At least 8 of these firms are confirmed to have been producing ‘plantation
hoes’ or other edge tools that were very likely used by enslaved Africans in the Americas. This list has
been compiled through an analysis of the Sheffield trade directories for 1825, 1833, 1849, 1852, and
1879. Detailed archival work in Sheffield City Archives would likely reveal more Sheffield manufacturers
with commercial links to slave-owning societies in the Americas.
•

William Ash & Co. (late Roberts & Ash) manufacturers of all kinds of edge tools, brace and bits,
skates, saws, plantation tools, &c. Norfolk lane (1825).

•

W. H. Armitage & Co. mfrs. of saws, steel, sugar cane knives, &c. Vesuvius works, 59 Henry street
(1879).

•

Joseph Bailey. Described as one of the first American merchants in Sheffield in his obituary in the
1833 directory (1833).

•

William Butcher, merchant and manufacturer of edge tools, skates, saws, files, hoes, trowels,
joiners tools, West India and Brazil plantation tools, and steel converter and refiner, Eyre lane
(1825).

•

James Davenport, sugar cane, reaping, straw knife, matchet and saw manufacturer, 56 Napier
street (1879).

•

Samuel Fox, American merchant and factor, 21 Long croft (1825).

•

William Greaves & Sons, American merchants, steel converters, &c. and manufacturers of table
knives, razors, files, edge tools, &c. Sheaf works, Canal side (1833, 1849).

•

Samuel Newbould and Company. Based initially on Coalpit lane and later South street. Involved in
the manufacture and export of plantation hoes. Supported Henry Lascelles, an absentee enslaver
resident at Harewood House near York, in the contested election of 1807.

•

Thomas, William and George Newbould, American merchants, South street (1825).

•

Ashton, Jacksoll and Co. American merchants, and cutlery, file, &c. manufacturers, 76 South street
(1849).

•

William Parker, American merchant, South street (1825). In the 1849 and 1852 directories the
Parker brothers are described as American merchants and cutlery manufacturers based on Eyre
street (1849, 1852).

•

Shepherd Brothers, American merchants, 25 Workhouse croft (1852).

•

Sorby and Turner, manufacturers of edge tools in all the various branches, hoes, bills, matchets,
cutlasses, and all kinds of plantation tools, &c. Good croft, Wiley street, Wicker (1825).

•

Frederick Stones, merchant and factor, edge tools in all its various branches, joiners tools, skates,
saws, files, &c. manufacturer, Commercial place, Arundel street. See Figure 5 for an advertisement
which lists plantation hoes (1825).

•

Taylor Bros. manufacturers of saws, steel, files, edge tools, machine knives, sugar-cane knives, and
calaboso matchets, Adelaide works, Mowbray street (1879).

•

John Thorpe, manufacturer of German, Spanish, and American pen and pocket knives, Cumberland
street (1825).

•

Asline and Frederick Vard, American merchants, 13 Howard street (1849).
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Figure 5. This 1825
advertisement for the firm of
Frederick Stones, located on
Arundel lane, provides insights
into the manufactures made
by the company. Placed in a
prominent position in the text
that surrounds the firm’s logo
are references to ‘Plantation
Hoes’, ‘Sugar Cane Bills’, and
‘Brazil Axes’. In the list of goods
manufactured by Frederick
Stones can be found axes,
Brazil tools, cleavers, cane
bills, plantation hoes, and saws.
These are all commodities that
would have been exported to the
Americas and Caribbean and
used by enslaved Africans.
R. Gell, A New, General, &
Commercial Directory of Sheffield
and Its Vicinity (1825), p. 86. 
LUL16003, Historical Directories,
University of Leicester Special
Collections.

The range of tools advertised by Sheffield manufactures and merchants highlights that hoes were far
from the only tool exported from Sheffield. Other agricultural tools manufactured in the city, such as
scythes and sickles, were exported to markets in the Americas. Since the mid-sixteenth century the
parish of Norton, south of Sheffield, had been a centre of national importance for the manufacture
of scythes and sickles. Scythesmiths were some of the most prosperous rural craftsmen engaged in
metalware manufacture, and Norton-based manufactures quickly established a national reputation for
a quality product. The same families were engaged in this trade over generations, and by the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries (if not earlier) Norton manufacturers were reaching overseas markets in the
Americas. For instance, in 1830 William Cobbett visited Norton and observed how a ‘prodigious quantity’
of sickles and scythes ‘go to the United States of America’.72

72 Hey, ‘The Development of the English Toolmaking Industry’, pp. 12-15.
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In 1831 it was observed how ‘an amazing trade [in plantation tools] is carried on between this country
and the colonies’. These tools consisted of canebills for cutting sugarcane, machetes, and hoes.
However, according to this author by the 1830s Sheffield’s dominance of the trade in plantation
tools, and of hoes in particular, was on the wane: ‘Formerly these hoes were largely manufactured
by the Sheffield edge-tool makers, and fetched good prices; latterly, however, in reference to these
implements, that town has been somewhat supplanted, in the estimation of the merchants who trade
to the colonial markets, by the smiths of Staffordshire, who furnish the goods on such terms as almost
to preclude competition’.73 To test the veracity of this statement, a comparative study of the various
inland manufacturing centres in Britain involved in the making of plantation tools for export to the slave
colonies (e.g. Sheffield, Birmingham, Staffordshire towns) is needed.
The USA was the biggest overseas market for Sheffield steel manufactures before 1860. Not only were
Sheffield-made tools exported to the USA being used by enslaved Africans on cotton and rice plantations
in the American South, but they were also utilised by white settlers and enslaved people elsewhere in
the USA, who needed steel-edged tools to cut down forests, construct fences, and cultivate land using
European-style agricultural practices.74 Sheffield tools thus assisted settler colonialism and westward
expansion in the USA during the nineteenth century, a process through which Native Americans were
displaced from their land to make way for white settlers and enslaved people. Future research may
reveal that Sheffield tools were also exported to Canada, South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand, and
were being used in a similar way there to facilitate settler colonial expansion.
Finally, it is important to highlight that not all plantation tools were manufactured in Sheffield. Some
were manufactured by skilled enslaved people on the plantation itself. There is evidence for this in the
WPA narratives:
‘[M]y father’s name was Alfred Day, and he was a first-class blacksmith. Blacksmithin’
was a real trade them days, and my father made axes and hoes and plow shares and
knives and even Jew’s harps.’ - John Day.75
‘We had big work shops whare we made all de tools, an’ even de shovels was made at
home. Dey was made out of wood, so was de rakes, pitchforks an’ some of de hoes. Our
nails was made in de blacksmith shop by han’ an’ de picks an’ grubbin’ hoes, too.’ - Doc
Edwards.76

73 The Cabinet Cyclopaedia, pp. 142-143.
74 Tweedale, Steel City, p. 41.
75 John Day, Slave Narratives, Vol. XVI, Texas, Part I, p. 302.
76 Doc Edwards, Slave Narratives, Vol. XI, North Carolina, Part I, p. 296.
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Sugar Refining
It was a surprise to discover that, beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, a sugar-refining industry
had emerged in Sheffield. Between 1737 and 1788 the sugar refiner and sugar baker Edward Bennet
maintained a business on Coalpit lane (later moving to Union street), and by the early nineteenth century
other sugar-refining firms had begun to proliferate in Sheffield. Important centres for sugar refining
in Britain were usually proximate to port towns engaged in transatlantic trade with the Caribbean,
such as London, Bristol, and Liverpool. It is unusual to find an example of an inland town with limited
transport connections to the coast (there were no railways and canals to link Sheffield to port towns
in the eighteenth century) with a thriving sugar-refining industry. The most likely explanation is that
the Sheffield sugar-refining business arose as a by-product of the growing commercial connections
between Sheffield manufacturers and the Caribbean colonies in the mid-eighteenth century. Exports of
plantation hoes, edge tools, cisterns, rollers, and other metalware to the Caribbean colonies would have
been paid for in unrefined muscovado sugar, which was subsequently remitted back to Sheffield (likely
via Liverpool or London) and processed in the town by specialist refiners.
Sugar refining was an energy-intensive business, requiring a regular supply of coal to fuel the
furnaces. In the hills and valleys surrounding Sheffield existed ‘ample reserves and readily accessible
sources’ of coal, making sugar refining a viable prospect.77 Given the heavy reliance on coal, it is no
surprise that the sugar refiner Edward Bennet set up shop on Coalpit lane.
Sugar, most likely cultivated by enslaved Africans in the Caribbean islands, British Guyana, and
Mauritius during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries was thus being transported to
Sheffield (probably in payment for Sheffield metalware) before being processed into white sugar by
local refiners. Even after the abolition of slavery in the British empire from 1833-38, it is still likely
that a significant proportion of the sugar refined in Sheffield was grown by enslaved people due to the
commercial connections between the Sheffield manufacturers and sugar producers in Brazil, where
slavery was not abolished until 1888.78 The white sugar made in Sheffield would have been consumed
with tea and baked into sweet cakes. Anthropologist Sidney Mintz argues that the consumption of cheap
sugar played an important role in keeping British workers fed during the industrial revolution.79 In this
way, it is possible to imagine how sugar grown by enslaved Africans in the Caribbean, refined and also
consumed in the Sheffield area, helped to sustain the workers of the local steel industry during the
crucial period of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

77 Neville Flavell, ‘The Economic Development of Sheffield and the Growth of the Town c.1740-c.1820’ (PhD Thesis,
University of Sheffield, 1996), p. 93.
78 Further research may be able to establish where Sheffielders were obtaining their sugar from in the nineteenth
century. From 1833-38 formerly enslaved Africans produced sugar under the ‘apprenticeship’ system, and from
1838-1917, large numbers of ‘indentured labourers’, the majority of whom were Indian, produced sugar in the
Caribbean. Enslaved Africans continued to produce sugar in Cuba and South America; sugar was also produced in
British-colonized India and Mauritius, Natal, Fiji, and Queensland. Beet-sugar was produced in Europe. Walton Look
Lai, ‘Asian Indentured Immigration to the Caribbean, 1838-1917’ in Immanuel Ness (ed.) The Encyclopedia of Global
Human Migration (Hoboken, NJ, 2013); Sidney Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History
(New York, 1986), pp. 68-72.
79 Ibid.
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The following Sheffield-based sugar refiners and sugar bakers have been identified through an analysis
of the trade directories for 1825, 1833, 1849, and 1852. Mark Mawer’s online database of British sugar
refiners has also been invaluable.80
•

Edward Bennet, a sugar refiner based at Coalpit lane (and later Union street) from 1737-88. His
obituary of 1790 was published in the Leeds Intelligencer. Edward’s family relation John Bennet
was also involved in the industry.

•

Anthony Cavalier, sugar refiner, Attercliffe (1849, 1852).

•

Francis Collings Cavalier, sugar baker, Burtonhead (1849).

•

Samuel Kenworthy, sugar baker, 37 Nursery street (1849).

•

Samuel Revell [sometimes Revel or Revill], sugar refiner, 8 Union street (1825). By 1833, a Samuel
Revell & Co. is described as ‘patent sugar refiners’ of Nursery street, and with a house at 37 Norfolk
street and Cricket Inn road (1833). A Samuel Revell is later described as a sugar agent of Cricket
Inn road (1849).

•

Henry Revell, sugar agent, Clarkson street (1849).

•

John Robinson, sugar boiler, 71 Tenter street (1849).

•

George Walker, sugar refiner, Osgathorpe Cottage, Sheffield (1849, 1852). George Parkes Wall,
sugar refiner, (Walker & W.); house, Woodside (1849, 1852). Walker & Wall, wholesale grocers,
sugar refiners, tallow chandlers, and soap boilers, 35 Exchange street. (1849, 1852).
Figure 6. A map to
show the distribution
of a number of
plantation tool
manufacturers [red]
and sugar agents,
refiners, and boilers
[blue] in Sheffield.
Further research will
likely reveal more
examples.

80 http://www.mawer.clara.net/sugarbbae.html (Accessed, 08/06/21).
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Traders and ‘Owners’ of Enslaved People
Local links to slavery in the Atlantic went far beyond the manufacturing, trade, and importation of
goods. Although some way distant from London and Liverpool - the two centres of British slave-trading
- residents of Sheffield and its surrounding areas nevertheless had important connections to the trade
and enslavement of Africans between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. There are at least
three traders in enslaved people who were either born in Sheffield or maintained close familial links
with the city and its surrounding areas. There are at least eight confirmed ‘owners’ of enslaved people
who are known to have either been born in or lived in Sheffield and its surrounding area at some point
in their lives.

Traders in Enslaved People
•

Francis Sitwell (b. 1659, d. 1732) was the grandson of the Sheffield-based ironmaster George
Sitwell, who was involved in trade with Barbados during the 1660s (see above, p.14). Francis
Sitwell left Eckington and established himself as a merchant in London at some point in the later
seventeenth century. He has been identified by the historian William Pettigrew as one of the ‘elite
separate traders’ for the period 1690-1712, signing two petitions arguing for the dissolution of the
Royal African Company’s monopoly over West African commerce so that private enterprise could
expand the supply of enslaved Africans to the English colonies.81 The Transatlantic Slave Trade
database reveals that Francis Sitwell owned a vessel that participated in at least three voyages
to trade in enslaved Africans (although he was likely involved in many more as an investor) often
with his business partner Francis Chamberlain. In 1699 Sitwell’s ship the Success of London
embarked 341 enslaved Africans at an unspecified port in West Africa, and disembarked 304 at the
port town of Cartagena in Spanish America. The Middle Passage across the Atlantic had resulted
in the deaths of 37 African women, men, and children. In 1712 the Mercury Gally embarked 487
enslaved Africans and disembarked 416 in the Caribbean island of Antigua (leading to the deaths of
71 Africans). Then in 1720 the Mercury ventured around the Cape of Good Hope to Madagascar to
purchase 674 enslaved Malagasy who were subsequently transported to Rappahannock (Virginia)
where just 466 were disembarked. The long and arduous journey from Madagascar to Virginia
resulted in the deaths of 208 enslaved people.82 Sitwell’s business suffered a setback in 1720
when his vessel Mercury was taken by pirates in the River Gambia while the crew were trading for
enslaved people to be taken to the Caribbean. Seven of the enslaved Africans were put aboard the
Charlotte where they were taken to Barbados and sold to the plantation owner Henry Lascelles.
After Sitwell lodged a petition to the Council of Trade and Plantations pleading his case, Lascelles
agreed to come to a financial settlement.83 This was perhaps facilitated by Sitwell and Lascelles’
shared family links in the north of England (the Lascelles family owned Harewood House near
Leeds).84 Francis Sitwell died in 1732 and was buried in his hometown of Eckington.

81 William A. Pettigrew, Freedom’s Debt: The Royal African Company and the Politics of the Atlantic Slave Trade,
1672-1752 (Chapel Hill, 2013), p. 78, 233, 236.
82 The Transatlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org (Accessed, 24/07/21), search term ‘Sitwell’ in
the Vessel Owner field.
83 Cecil Headlam (ed.), Calendar of State Papers Colonial, America and West Indies: Volume 31, 1719-1720 (London,
1933), pp. 1-45.
84 On the Lascelles family and their Caribbean interests, see S. D. Smith, Slavery, Family, and Gentry Capitalism in
the British Atlantic: The World of the Lascelles, 1648-1834 (Cambridge, 2006).
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•

The Spencer-Stanhopes were a prominent landowning family in South Yorkshire with financial
interests in the local metalworking industries. They owned Cannon Hall, a stately home near
Barnsley. In the mid-eighteenth century, William Spencer was the owner of Cannon Hall and one
of his sons, Benjamin Spencer, was based in London and working as a merchant.85 Benjamin
Spencer’s apprenticeship in London had been financed by his father, and thus provides an example
of how profits from Yorkshire metalworking were invested in colonial ventures, including the trade
in enslaved Africans. In 1755 Benjamin Spencer financed a voyage from London to the Gambia
River at a cost of £429 14s. 1d (worth approximately £846,000 in 2020 values).86 He outfitted
the Cannon Hall (a vessel named after his family home in Yorkshire) with a cargo of firearms and
cutlasses for sale on the West African coast. 89 African women, men, and children were purchased
and put aboard the Cannon Hall. Disease and maltreatment meant that these enslaved Africans
suffered an exceptionally high mortality rate of 60%, with some Africans dying while the vessel
was still anchored in the River Gambia and others during the Middle Passage across the Atlantic.
Only 35 enslaved Africans were still alive when the Cannon Hall docked at Antigua in the Caribbean
for repairs. The Cannon Hall continued on to Charleston, South Carolina where the remaining
enslaved Africans were sold in exchange for commodities such as indigo and rice, which were
transported back to London on the return voyage. Benjamin Spencer’s trading venture had not been
particularly profitable, and exemplifies the horrific conditions endured by enslaved Africans during
the transatlantic voyage.87 ‘Slave collars’ belonged to the collections of the Spencer-Stanhope family
at their ancestral home of Cannon Hall. The collars are now part of the collections at the National
Maritime Museum in Greenwich, and provide a visceral reminder of the Spencer-Stanhope’s
involvement in the trade and enslavement of Africans (see Figure 7, below).
Figure 7. ‘Slave collars’
with iron links, from
Cannon Hall circa 1790.
E9107, Michael GrahamStewart Slavery Collection.
©National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich, London. 

85 Michael Charlesworth, ‘The Voyage of the Slave Ship Cannon Hall’, New Arcadian Journal, Vol. 69/70 (2011), p.
97.
86 The modern value of £429 14s 1d sterling in 1755 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average
Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed,
08/06/2021).
87 Charlesworth, ‘Voyage of the Slave Ship Cannon Hall’.
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•

Thomas Staniforth (figure 8) was born in Darnall,
Sheffield, on 27 March 1735. His family were wealthy
members of the local gentry due to their financial
interests in coal mining and agriculture. Thomas lived at
Darnall Hall until the age of 15, when the untimely death
of his parents caused him to relocate to Liverpool and be
apprenticed to the influential merchant Charles Goore.
In the mid-eighteenth century the port town of Liverpool
was experiencing rapid prosperity due to its growing
dominance of Atlantic trades, including the transatlantic
trade in enslaved people. Over the course of his business
career Staniforth maintained a diverse business
portfolio, investing in whaling ventures to Greenland
and rope-making, but the mainstay of his wealth was his
involvement in the trade in enslaved people. Research
completed by the historian Jane Longmore has revealed
that between 1758 and his death in 1803 Staniforth was
a leading investor in 79 confirmed ventures to the West
African coast to trade in enslaved people. Over 24,000
Figure 8. Joseph Wright, ‘Thomas
enslaved Africans were forcefully transported across
Staniforth of Darnall, Co. York’, 1769.
the Atlantic in these voyages, with 2,040 African women,
Tate (T00794), Digital Image © Tate, CCmen, and children dying during the Middle Passage.
BY-NC-ND (3.0 Unported).
Based on her research in Staniforth’s private papers,
Longmore believes that these confirmed voyages are an
underestimate, and that he was probably responsible for
the transportation of as many as 30,000 enslaved Africans. Although Staniforth lived and worked
for the majority of his life in Liverpool, he maintained close connections with his family in Sheffield,
visiting the city for an entire month at least once a year. Indeed, his family connections with
Sheffield were vital for the ‘success’ of his trade in enslaved Africans. Staniforth’s main business
partner was his brother, Samuel, who was based in Sheffield and supplied him with the cutlery and
edge tools (produced by Sheffield manufacturers) that were used to purchase enslaved Africans.88

•

Thomas Wentworth owned Wentworth Castle. He had several indirect connections to the trade in
enslaved people. He was one of the negotiators for the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 which ended the
war of Spanish Succession. As part of the negotiations the British secured the Asiento de Negros.
The Asiento was a contract that provided a private monopoly over the supply of enslaved Africans
to Spanish America. There was huge demand for unfree labourers to work in the mines and
plantations of Spanish America, but access to this market was restricted by the Spanish crown. The
British now held this lucrative contract and formed a trading company, the South Sea Company,
to begin the process of shipping enslaved Africans to port towns in Spanish America such as
Veracruz, Cartagena, and Portobelo.89 Wentworth’s role as a diplomat at Utrecht was instrumental
in securing the Asiento contract for Britain, and he also benefitted financially through his shares in
the South Sea Company.90 Wentworth also profited from his marriage to Anne Johnson, an heiress
to a fortune made by her father in the trade in enslaved Africans and British colonialism through
shares in the Royal African Company and East India Company.91

88 Jane Longmore, ‘Portrait of a Slave-Trading Family: The Staniforths of Liverpool’, in Katie Donington, Ryan Hanley,
and Jessica Moody (eds), Britain’s History and Memory of Transatlantic Slavery: Local Nuances of a “National Sin”
(Liverpool, 2017), pp. 60-82.
89 On the trade in enslaved Africans to Spanish America, see: Alex Borucki, David Eltis, and David Wheat, ‘Atlantic
History and the Slave Trade to Spanish America’, American Historical Review, Vol. 120, No. 2 (2015), pp. 433-461. On
the South Sea Company and the trade in enslaved people, see Helen Paul, The South Sea Bubble: An Economic History
of Its Origins and Consequences (New York, 2011).
90 Patrick Eyres, ‘British Warfare and The Blackamoor: A Patriotic Celebration of Victory and Trade’, New Arcadian
Journal, Vol. 69/70 (2011), p. 71.
91 https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/wentworth-castle-gardens/features/a-tale-of-two-wentworths (Accessed,
08/06/21).
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‘Owners’ of Enslaved People
•

Robert Aberdein was the owner of Woodford Hill Plantation, Dominica, from 1817 to 1826. At
another point in his career he was the Collector of the Customs at Barbados, and after Abolition
received £19 8s 4d in compensation for one enslaved person in Barbados. Letters from his widow,
‘Mrs Aberdein’, survive at the Sheffield City Archives. These letters discuss the annuities she was
receiving from the Woodford Hill estate in Dominica.92

•

Marshall Bennet was a key figure in the development of the mahogany trade in Honduras.
He lived in Belize, and to cut mahogany maintained an enslaved workforce of 237 people. He
received £11,453 5s 3d in compensation after Abolition and the 1837 Compensation Act (worth
approximately £9.65 million in 2020 values).93 In his will, dated 1839, he left the large sum of £1000
to his brother John Bennet of Sheffield.94 It is highly likely that Marshall Bennet was one of the
Bennet family of Sheffield. As explored above, other members of this family (e.g. Edward Bennet)
were pioneers of Sheffield’s sugar refining industry, which involved the processing of sugar grown
by enslaved Africans in the Caribbean.

•

Benjamin Crossley and Luke Thomas Crossley were enslavers in Jamaica with other property
holdings and family ties in Thurlstone and Penistone (west of Barnsley). Their private papers
are held at the Barnsley Archives and Local Studies Centre. Benjamin Crossley appears to have
emigrated to Jamaica in the 1810s and begun speculating heavily in Jamaican land. He became an
extensive Jamaican landowner and slaveholder with interests in at least 28 different estates on
the island (often as an attorney, trustee, or executor). He owned four plantations himself - Industry
Plantation (Portland Parish), Kendall Plantation (St-Thomas-in-the-Vale Parish), Kendall Plantation
(St Mary Parish), and Lenox Plantation (St George Parish). Lenox Plantation was a massive sugar
plantation, and Crossley more than doubled the contingent of enslaved Africans labouring on
the estate when he purchased it in the early 1810s (from 145 enslaved in 1811 to 302 enslaved
in 1815). When Benjamin Crossley died in Jamaica in 1820 he was an enslaver of 537 African
women, men, and children across all of his plantations. In his will he stipulated that his three
children, ‘born of the body of Elizabeth Hannah a free woman of colour the first sometime in June
1812’, be educated in England and each given £500 sterling at the age of 24. He made his brother,
Luke Thomas Crossley, the heir to his Jamaican plantations.95 In the years before the abolition of
slavery in 1833, Luke Thomas Crossley expanded the family’s Jamaican plantations, purchasing
Paradise Estate and White River Estate (both in St. George parish). He was awarded approximately
£12,000 by the Slave Compensation Commission in 1837 following abolition (a sum worth around
£10.1 million in 2020 values).96 He reinvested some of this money in the development of transport
infrastructure in the Sheffield region, including £2500 in the Sheffield and Lincolnshire Junction
Railway, and £3200 in the Leeds and Thirsk Railway.97

92 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146651713 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
93 The modern value of £11,453 5s 3d sterling in 1837 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average
Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed,
08/06/2021).
94 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/11463 (Accessed, 08/06/21). For more on mahogany production and
enslaved labour, see Jennifer L. Anderson, Mahogany: The Costs of Luxury in Early America (Cambridge, Mass.,
2012).
95 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146635663 (Accessed, 08/06/21). For more on elite mixed-race
children who were educated in Britain during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, see Daniel Livesay, Children of
Uncertain Fortune: Mixed-Race Jamaicans in Britain and the Atlantic Family, 1733-1833 (Chapel Hill, 2018).
96 The modern value of £12,000 sterling in 1837 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average Earnings,
2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
97 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/21727 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
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•

Ralph Fretwell (b. 1631, d. 1701) was baptised in Sheffield on 23 June 1631. At age 26 he was in
Barbados looking to make his fortune by speculating in the sugar boom that currently gripped the
island. In 1657 he was trading in sugar cultivated by enslaved people, and by the early 1660s he
had saved enough to purchase a 53 acre sugar plantation in St. James parish.98 Fretwell became an
important member of Barbadian society, serving in the colony’s Assembly and the Court of Common
Pleas. In 1671 he converted to the Quaker religion following George Fox’s visit to Barbados, and he
took to proselytising among the Barbadian slave community; in 1677 Fretwell was ‘prosecuted for
eighty Negroes being present at a Meeting in his House’.99 Although by the late eighteenth century
Quakerism would be strongly associated with abolitionist agitation, in the seventeenth century
Quakers in Barbados and elsewhere (such as Fretwell) were often prominent ‘owners’ and traders
of enslaved people. While many planters in the Caribbean were hostile to instruction of enslaved
Africans in Christianity due to the link they made between religious preaching and slave rebellion,
inviting enslaved Africans to meet for worship at Quaker meetings did not amount to a rejection of
the institution of slavery.100 Around 1690, Ralph Fretwell left Barbados to return to his native South
Yorkshire where he constructed Hellaby Hall using the profits he had made from a career spent
trading in sugar grown by enslaved Africans. In his will, proved in 1702, he left a monetary legacy of
£5000 each to his daughters Dorothy and Mabel, and £1000 to his Aunt Eliza.101 This £11,000 legacy
was a veritable fortune, which a contemporary estimate suggests could have been worth around
£24.1 million in 2020 values.102

•

Robert Haynes jr and Elizabeth Haynes were enslavers in Barbados. Elizabeth was born in
Barbados in 1809 and ‘passed’ 13 enslaved persons to her husband upon their marriage. Robert
was the heir to a major Barbadian planter dynasty, with roots on the island stretching back to the
1650s. The Hayneses were compensated by the Slave Compensation Commission in 1837. They
were awarded approximately £17,582 (around £14.8 million in 2020 values) in compensation for
the 813 enslaved Africans they owned in Barbados.103 Clifton Hall Plantation (St John Parish) had
been in the family since 1810, and Guinea Plantation (St John Parish) had been owned by Haynes
since at least 1832. However, it appears that Haynes jr purchased large numbers of enslaved
Africans from other Barbadian landowners in the years 1833-34, well after it was clear that
emancipation was inevitable. This indicates that he may have been one of the individuals whom the
Legacies of British Slave-Ownership team at UCL have suggested may have been speculating in
slave compensation claims, deliberately purchasing enslaved Africans in order to secure financial
benefit from compensation payouts. After emancipation the Hayneses left Barbados, and in the
1841 census were living in Haymarket, Sheffield.104

98 Barbados Department of Archives, RB 3/2, pp. 495-98 & RB 3/3, pp. 316-17.
99 Larry D. Gragg, The Quaker Community on Barbados: Challenging the Culture of the Planter Class (Missouri,
2009), p. 53; Katherine Gerbner, Christian Slavery: Conversion and Race in the Protestant Atlantic World
(Philadelphia, 2018), p. 67.
100 Gerbner, Christian Slavery, chap. 3.
101 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146644597 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
102 The modern value of £11,000 sterling in 1702 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average Earnings,
2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
103 The modern value of £17,582 sterling in 1837 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average Earnings,
2020 values) is derived from: https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
104 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/6635 (Accessed, 08/06/21); https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/
view/2146640907 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
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•

Lt. Gen. Sir Fitzroy Jeffreys Grafton Maclean 8th Baronet of Morvern (b. 1770, d.1847) was living
at Nether Hall, Doncaster, at the time of the 1841 census. He had a distinguished military career,
serving in the British army in various Caribbean engagements during the Napoleonic Wars, helping
to defend the plantations of the British Caribbean from the threat of French invasion. In 1794 he
married the Caribbean heiress Elizabeth Kyd, and through her came to own Sixmens estate in
Barbados. Through the 1837 Slave Compensation Act he received £3676 1s 8d (£3.1 million in 2020
values) for the 185 enslaved people he ‘owned’ on Sixmens estate. Given the timing, he may have
used some of this money to purchase Nether Hall in Doncaster.105

•

John Abraham Mason was a doctor living in Doncaster at the time of his death in 1837. His will
mentions property in the ‘West Indies’, and he was awarded half of the compensation for the 27
enslaved Africans at Boroughbridge Plantation in St Ann parish, Jamaica (£276 10s 9d in 1836,
worth approximately £238,600 in 2020 values). This is because he was the heir and executor of a
family relation, Abraham Mason.106

•

Samuel Newton was an enslaver who purchased a plantation in Barbados during the 1650s,
establishing a planter dynasty which would last until the abolition of slavery in the British Empire
nearly 200 years later. Newton was born in South Wingfield, Derbyshire, probably in 1620, and had
numerous business and familial connections in the Chesterfield and Sheffield area, including with
the aforementioned ironmaster George Sitwell. He voyaged overseas to the Caribbean and was
speculating in the sugar and slavery business in Barbados as early as 1654. In 1659 he expanded
his Barbadian sugar plantation by purchasing a new estate in Christchurch parish, including a
parcel of land which came with a contingent of 15 white indentured servants and 76 enslaved
Africans.107 Newton left Barbados to return to the Derbyshire and Sheffield areas for business
and family visits on several occasions during the 1660s.108 By the time of his death in 1683 he
had accumulated a large sugar plantation and enslaved workforce. In his will he left bequests to
individuals in the East Midlands: £10 per annum for 5 years to his niece Elizabeth in Chesterfield,
and also an annuity of £10 to the poor of the parish of South Wingfield, the place of his birth.109 The
former Newton plantation is also the site of the ‘Newton Slave Burial Ground’, a mass grave for
approximately 570 enslaved Africans who laboured on the Newton plantation during its history.
The burial ground is now owned by the Barbados Museum and Historical Society, and is a place for
reflection, mourning, and remembrance.110

•

Christopher Waterton (b.1746, d.1809) was living at Woodlands, Adwick Le Street, in Doncaster
around 1804. He was an absentee ‘owner’ of enslaved people, in possession of La Jallousie &
Fellowship Plantation in British Guiana, which had been in his family for generations. In 1817 the
estate was being worked by 330 enslaved Africans.111

105 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2663 (Accessed, 08/06/21). The modern value of £3676 1s 8d sterling
in 1837 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://www.
measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 24/07/2021).
106 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/11388 (Accessed, 24/07/21). The modern value of £276 10s 9d sterling in 1837 (estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://
www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 24/07/2021).
107 Barbados Department of Archives, RB3/3, pp. 313-16.
108 These visits are documented in George Sitwell’s letterbook.
109 http://wwwdepts-live.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146665123 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
110 https://barbados.org/newton-slave-burial-ground.htm#.YIxIeLVKhPY (Accessed, 08/06/21).
111 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146634716 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
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•

James Williams Scarlett (b. 1812, d. 1890) was the owner of Thrybergh Park, near Rotherham. He
was the son and co-heir of Sir William Anglin Scarlett, the Chief Justice of Jamaica. Although not
yet clearly identified as an ‘owner’ of enslaved people by the Legacies of British Slave-Ownership
project at UCL, the fact he was co-heir of his father, who owned a pen called Paradise Pen, means
that it is likely he benefitted from wealth generated from the ‘ownership’ of enslaved people.112 Pens
were ranches on which cattle and other livestock were reared by enslaved Africans to sustain the
Jamaican plantation economy.113

•

The Wilson family were a prominent family in the village of Bradfield, northwest of Sheffield.
Their family home of Broomhead Hall was the principal house in Bradfield Parish (the house was
demolished in the 1970s). The Wilson family had extensive commercial ties to the Caribbean slave
colony of Jamaica. Reginald Wilson died in Jamaica during the 1692 earthquake which levelled Port
Royal, and his Jamaican estates passed to his brother Charles Wilson of Broomhead Hall.114 These
plantations remained in the family for generations. The will of John Wilson from the middle decades
of the eighteenth century is held at Sheffield City Archives. It stipulates that the ‘Estates to which he
is entitled by decease of his great uncle, Reginald Wilson, in the Island of Jamaica’ are to be kept ‘in
trust for the benefit of all his sons, the trustees to reimburse themselves for their efforts to recover
the said estate’.115 The Wilsons in Bradfield were therefore absentee ‘owners’ of enslaved people,
who benefited financially from their Jamaican plantations, even though their property was managed
by attorneys and they likely never visited the Caribbean themselves. It is possible that these
Jamaican plantations remained in the family until Abolition in the 1830s, as several successful slave
compensation claims were lodged by one John Wilson.116 However, further research is needed to
confirm whether there is a direct connection to the Sheffield branch of the family.

112 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146650735 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
113 For more on pens, see Verene A. Shepherd, Livestock, Sugar and Slavery: Contested Terrain in Colonial Jamaica
(Kingston, Jamaica, 2009).
114 Joseph Hunter, Hallamshire: The History and Topography of the Parish of Sheffield (Sheffield, 1819), p. 155.
115 Sheffield City Archives, Will of John Wilson [22 January 1762], Wil D/2/1/30.
116 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/13848 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
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Slavery and the Built Environment
in the Sheffield Region
One of the most important directions for future research is tracing the investments and finances of
the ‘owners’ and traders of enslaved Africans, manufacturers and businesses detailed in this report.
As we have seen, many of those involved in Atlantic slavery owned or went on to purchase properties
in Sheffield and the region, bequeathed money to heirs, and invested in local infrastructure and
businesses. Historian Eric Williams noted that part of the capital for Thorncliffe ironworks (begun in
1792) came from razor-maker Henry Longden, who had ‘received a bequest of some fifteen thousand
pounds from a wealthy uncle, a West Indian merchant of Sheffield’.117 There are also nine stately homes
and landed estates in Sheffield and its surrounding area (South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire) whose
owners had either direct or indirect ties to the Atlantic economy. Whether wealth generated from the
sale and labour of enslaved people found its way directly into the construction or renovation of these
buildings is at present uncertain, but seems likely in the cases of Brodsworth Hall, Cannon Hall, and
Hellaby Hall. Wealth generated through slavery will have shaped the built environment in the region in
many different ways.
•

Brodsworth Hall, northwest of Doncaster, is a South Yorkshire estate that was purchased by the
London merchant and banker Peter Thellusson in 1790-91. Like many eighteenth-century London
merchants, Thellusson had a variety of global trading interests, including investments in plantations
on the Caribbean island of Grenada. He extended loans to Caribbean planters, offered insurance
to shipowners engaged in the trade in commodities grown by enslaved Africans, and was himself
a participant in transatlantic commerce. After his death his huge fortune was used to redevelop
Brodsworth Hall. The slavery connections of Brodsworth Hall have been studied extensively by
Susanne Seymour and Sheryllynne Haggerty, who were commissioned by English Heritage in 2010
to produce a report on the topic.118

•

Broomhead Hall, a now-demolished stately home to the northwest of Sheffield in the chapelry of
Bradfield was the ancestral home of the Wilson family, absentee ‘owners’ of enslaved people in
Jamaica (see above, p. 33).

•

Butchers Wheel or Butcher Works at 47 Eyre lane, Sheffield, is a former cutlery and tool factory.
In the 1825 Sheffield trade directory William Butcher is recorded as producing ‘West India and
Brazil plantation tools’ on the site (see above p. 22). These tools would have been used by enslaved
Africans. The original building still stands, but has now been converted into residential flats.

117 Eric Williams, Capitalism and Slavery (Chapel Hill, 1944), p.104.
118 Susanne Seymour and Sheryllynne Haggerty, ‘Slavery Connections of Brodsworth Hall (1600-c.1830)’ (2010),
https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/siteassets/home/learn/research/the-slavery-connections-of-brodsworthhall.pdf (Accessed, 08/06/21).
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•

Cannon Hall is the ancestral home of the Spencer-Stanhope family, and now a country house
managed and operated by Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council. The estate was purchased by
John Spencer in 1660. The Spencers made their money in the local metalworking industries. In
1755 one member of the family, Benjamin Spencer, was involved in a voyage to trade in enslaved
Africans using a vessel named Cannon Hall (for more information see above p. 28). The Stanhope
family appear to have had their own connections to slavery. A 1693 deed pertaining to a plantation
in St Kitts can be found in the Horsforth Stanhopes’ papers, although it does not appear to show
Stanhope ownership.119 The Stanhopes of Nottinghamshire were also the Earls of Chesterfield, and
a painting of Philip Stanhope (see Figure 9, below) was produced depicting a ‘Nubian slave’ with the
family in c.1695. Walter Stanhope inherited Cannon Hall from his uncle in 1775, and adopted the
name Spencer-Stanhope.120 He was a Tory MP with abolitionist sympathies, and a friend of William
Wilberforce. The Spencer-Stanhope family therefore demonstrate the complexities of slavery in
the British Empire. Within a single family examples can be found of individuals who profited from
trading enslaving Africans, and others who supported the abolition of slavery.
Figure 9. ‘Philip Stanhope (1673–1726),
3rd Earl of Chesterfield, with His Wife,
Lady Elizabeth Savile, Children and
Nubian Slave’ (c.1695). Cannon Hall
Museum, Barnsley, CC BY-NC. The identity
of the African depicted here is unknown,
but is perhaps suggestive of the presence
of African and African-descended
individuals in the wider region dating
back to at least the 1690s.

•

Hellaby Hall in the village of Hellaby, east of Rotherham, was constructed in 1690 by the Sheffieldborn enslaver in Barbados and sugar trader Ralph Fretwell (see above, p. 31). It is built in the Dutch
style and is perhaps inspired by other similar mansions constructed on plantations in Barbados (it
seems particularly reminiscent of Drax Hall, built c. 1650). Hellaby Hall is a Grade 2 listed building
and is now a luxury hotel.121

•

Thomas Howard, Third Earl of Effingham (b. 1746, d. 1791) owned and lived in Holmes Hall and
Boston Castle, both near Rotherham. He was the son of Elizabeth Beckford, a Caribbean heiress
whose father, Peter Beckford, was one of the wealthiest Jamaican plantation owners (he died in
1735 with land and personal property worth in excess of £500,000, or £1 billion in 2020 values).122
Effingham served as governor of Jamaica, the most important slave colony in the British Empire,
from 1790-91. He died of a tropical fever during his appointment.

119 St Kitts Deed, 1693, Spencer-Stanhope collection, West Yorkshire Archive Service, SpSt/4/9/1. The deed is a
rental agreement between Henry Beale and John Morress for the use of a sugar plantation in St Kitts for the term of
18 months. Future genealogical research may reveal that either Beale or Morress was related to the Stanhopes.
120 Brian G. Awty, ‘Spencer Family (per. c. 1647–1765)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (2008).
121 https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1192650 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
122 Trevor Burnard, Planters, Merchants, and Slaves: Plantation Societies in British America, 1650-1820 (Chicago,
2015), p. 158; Richard B. Sheridan, ‘Planter and Historian: The Career of William Beckford of Jamaica and England,
1744-1799’, Jamaican Historical Review, Vol. 4 (1964), pp. 38-39. The modern value of £500,000 sterling in 1735
(estimated here using a Relative Wage Income: Average Earnings, 2020 values) is derived from: https://www.
measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/ (Accessed, 08/06/2021).
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•

Nether Hall, Doncaster, was the home of Lt. Gen. Sir Fitzroy Jeffreys Grafton Maclean 8th Baronet of
Morvern in 1841. He was an enslaver in Barbados (see above, p. 32).

•

Renishaw Hall, to the southeast of Sheffield, was built by the ironmaster George Sitwell in 1625.
Sitwell had commercial connections to the colony of Barbados during the 1660s (see above, p. 14).
One member of the family, Francis Sitwell, was a prominent trader in enslaved people operating
out of London during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (see above p. 27). A cave
within the grounds of Renishaw Hall has sometimes been known as ‘negro’s cave’. Apparently, in
the seventeenth century George Sitwell ‘discovered an escaped slave cooking mutton in the cave.
He took him back to the house, fed and clothed him and then sent him back to the West Indies a free
man’.123 This information comes from a potentially unreliable source, and so must be treated with
caution. However, given Sitwell’s business ties with Barbados, which in the mid-seventeenth century
experienced a massive increase in the enslaved population, it is quite possible that there is some
element of truth to this story. Archival research in the Sitwell family’s private papers may make it
possible to establish the veracity of this tale.

•

In 1709 Thomas Wentworth purchased the landed estate of Stainborough Castle, which he renamed
Wentworth Castle. Now a Grade-1 listed country house, Wentworth Castle and Gardens are visited by
thousands of tourists each year. Thomas Wentworth had several indirect connections to the trade in
enslaved people and the Atlantic economy. He was an important figure in the diplomatic negotiations
which secured Britain the Asiento contract and serviced the British national debt (for more information
see p. 29). Wentworth celebrated his role in securing the Asiento by placing a ‘Blackamoor’ statue in his
garden at Wentworth Castle. This statue depicts a kneeling enslaved African holding a sundial above
his head, and according to the historian Patrick Eyres the sculpture ‘explicitly commemorates Britain’s
monopoly of the Spanish slave trade’. The statue now stands in the conservatory at Wentworth Castle.124
The other seat of the Wentworth family in South Yorkshire, Wentworth Woodhouse, belonged to another
branch of the family with no apparent links to the Atlantic economy and British colonialism, although
future archival research on the family may reveal otherwise.

•

Following the Slave Compensation Act (1837), some former ‘owners’ of enslaved Africans reinvested
compensation money into the development of railway infrastructure in the Sheffield region. For
example, Luke Thomas Crossley invested £2500 in the Sheffield and Lincolnshire Junction railway;
Archibald Paull invested £5000 in the Newark and Sheffield railway; Daniel Willick invested £5000 in
the Sheffield and Lincolnshire Junction railway; Melvil Wilson invested £4100 in the South Yorkshire
Coal Canal and Railway.125

•

Street names are also an important area for further research (for example, ‘Staniforth road’ in
Darnall and ‘Blacka Moor road’ and reserve in Dore).126

123 https://www.flickr.com/photos/45777493@N06/7468103392/in/photostream/# (Accessed, 08/06/21).
124 On the ‘Blackamoor’ statue at Wentworth Castle, see: Patrick Eyres, ‘British Warfare and The Blackamoor: A
Patriotic Celebration of Victory and Trade’, New Arcadian Journal, Vol. 69/70 (2011), p. 71.
125 Information gathered from the ‘Commercial Legacies’ page of the Legacies of British Slave-Ownership database.
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/commercial/ (Accessed 08/06/21).
126 Thanks to Rob Cotterell for highlighting these examples. Street names are addressed in the ‘Racism and Inequality
in the Cultural Holdings of Sheffield’ report, July 29 2021. https://sheffield.citizenspace.com/place/sheffieldstreet-names-statues-and-museum-collecti/supporting_documents/Cultural%20Holdings_Updated%20REC%20
Report_19.07.21.pdf (Accessed, 18/08/2021).
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Abolition in the British Empire
Sheffield metalworkers were consistent supporters of the abolition of the trade and enslavement of
African people in the British Empire in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. For example,
769 Sheffield metalworkers signed a petition in 1789 that was presented to Parliament to protest
against the trade in enslaved Africans. By 1793 this campaign had gathered momentum, as evidenced
by the 8000 individuals who signed a similar petition in Sheffield that year.127 The trade in enslaved
people was abolished in the British Empire in 1807.
Slavery continued in the British colonies even after the abolition of the trade in enslaved people. In the
1820s national organisations were established to campaign for the gradual abolition of slavery within
the British Empire. Radical groups led by women, such as the Sheffield Female Anti-Slavery Society,
argued for ‘immediate emancipation’.128 They also organised boycotts of sugar grown by enslaved
people in the Caribbean in favour of that produced by ‘free labour’ in the East Indies. For instance, the
Sheffield Anti-Slavery society paid for advertisments informing local consumers that ‘by six families
using East India instead of West India Sugar, one Slave less is required’. The Sheffield-born abolitionist
Mary Anne Rawson was a key figure in the movement for immediate emancipation, and during the
later 1830s she even campaigned against the system of apprenticeship and the injustice of the Slave
Compensation Act (1837).129

American Civil War (1861-65)
The better known history of Sheffield’s abolitionist heritage is nuanced by the support of some Sheffield
residents for the pro-slavery Confederacy during the American Civil War.
The strong commercial links between Sheffield and the USA are highlighted by the American consulate
in the city. Thomas Branson, solicitor and vice-consul for the USA, is listed in nineteenth-century
trade directories as being based at 11 St. James’s row, and maintaining a home in Clarkehouse road,
Broomgrove.
The slave-owning Southern states were a key market for Sheffield manufactures. Thus when the
sectional crisis between North and South began to deepen in the 1840s and 1850s, some Sheffield
manufacturers followed their self-interest and supported the cause of Southern slaveholders. One
example of this is the trade in Bowie knives to the South and West of the USA, which began in the 1830s
and intensified in the 1840s and 1850s. These knives were manufactured in Sheffield by firms such as
Butcher’s and Wostenholm’s, and were etched and engraved with mottos such as ‘Death to Abolition’ or
‘Death to Abolitionists’.130 In 1846, Bristolian surgeon and abolitionist John Bishop Estlin described how
he had heard of ‘men at Sheffield who manufactured for the American market Bowie knives, with “Death
to Abolitionists” stamped on them’.131

127 Sheffield City Archives, Sources for the Study of Sheffield and Slavery, p. 5.
128 Ibid., p.12.
129 Ibid., p. 15. The quotation is from Michael Taylor, The Interest: How the British Establishment Resisted the
Abolition of Slavery (London, 2020), p. 123.
130 Tweedale, Sheffield Steel and America, p. 178.
131 J.B. [John Bishop] Estlin [Bristol, UK] to Samuel May [Massachusetts, US], April 15 1846, p. 6. Boston Public
Library Anti-Slavery Collection (Accessed, 07/06/21).
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Black abolitionists also commented on the apparent decline in support for slavery’s abolition. Renowned
African American abolitionist Frederick Douglass visited Sheffield in 1846-7, and spoke to large and
enthusiastic audiences. Returning shortly before the outbreak of the US Civil War, in December 1859,
Douglass delivered a speech in Temperance Hall, Sheffield. He now warned that the British ‘were in
danger of being corrupted...for the friends of the slave holder were circulating their publications
continually in this country, especially in Sheffield...the influence of Sheffield went wherever its knives
and crinoline went’.132 Douglass continued on this theme in a second lecture at Temperance Hall, which
had ‘moderate attendance’ as reported in the Sheffield Independent on January 21 1860:
In conclusion, [Douglass] said he was sorry that a number of resolutions had not been
drawn up to be presented to the meeting condemnatory of slavery, as had been done
at other towns he had visited. He was surprised that all the trouble of getting up that
meeting had devolved on ladies. He was not sure whether the people of Sheffield had not
sent too much crinoline to America, and had not too many good customers there whom
they did not like to offend. If such was the cause, they ought to be ashamed of themselves
(Laughter).133
Douglass’ comments were prescient. When the American Civil War began in April 1861, Sheffield
favoured the South according to historian Mark Bennett. He has argued that in the West Riding of
Yorkshire, ‘only in Sheffield do Confederate supporters appear to have spoken more loudly than those of
the Union’.134 In May 1863, between 6000 and 8000 residents of Sheffield held a meeting on the war in
which people voted 3-1 in favour of Southern independence. The importance of the Southern market for
Sheffield manufactures and the resultant economic downturn (or threat thereof) in Sheffield during the
Civil War was probably the underlying reason for this general pro-Confederate attitude. The different
factions of the conflict had very different policies around import tariffs. There does appear, however, to
have been something of a rural-urban division in Confederate sympathies in South Yorkshire. Outlying
villages such as Walkley were observed to have more of an even split between those supporting and
those opposing the Southern cause.135

Slavery in Brazil
The institution of plantation slavery was not abolished in Brazil until 1888. Even though slavery had
been abolished in the British Empire in the 1830s, British banks and manufacturers maintained financial
interests in Brazil, and thus profited from and helped to prop up the system of Brazilian slavery.
Sheffield manufacturers were part of this general trend, as they supplied specialised plantation hoes
for the Brazil market in the middle decades of the nineteenth century.
These commercial connections between Sheffield and Brazil meant that business visits to South
America sometimes occurred. One example dates to the 1850s, when William Bragge, a master cutler
from Sheffield, travelled to Brazil and Argentina and carried out engineering work there. Letters from
his wife, Martha Bragge, to her mother survive at the Sheffield City Archives, and provide insights into
the experiences of the enslaved people who worked in her household and her general comments and
criticisms on the system of Brazilian slavery.136

132 Quoted in Dan Greenwood, ‘Frederick Douglass in Sheffield’. Available at sheffieldandslavery.com.
133 Mr. Douglass on American Slavery’, Sheffield Independent, Jan. 21, 1860, p.10. British Library Newspapers.
134 Mark Bennett, ‘Confederate Supporters in the West Riding, 1861-1865: “Cranks of the Worst English Species”’,
Northern History, Vol. 51, No. 2 (2014), p. 313. See also Mark Bennett, ‘Race, Democracy and the American Civil War
in the County of Yorkshire’, PhD thesis (Durham University, 2018), p.130.
135 Bennett, ‘Confederate Supporters in the West Riding’, p. 319.
136 Sheffield City Archives, MD7801/2/1.
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Black History in the Sheffield Region,
1600-1900
Slavery is just one part of the history of African and African-descended people in and connected to
the region, and one of the most important areas for future research is the wider set of stories from
the period between 1600 and 1900. The marginalisation of African and African-descended peoples
in British archives means that discovering details of people’s lives is often a difficult process for
researchers, and requires meticulous archival work for the period before 1900. What follows are some
examples of both enslaved and free African and African-descended people in the Sheffield area that
have been unearthed to date. More detailed archival work would likely reveal many more examples.
•

There is evidence for the presence of African and African-descended people in the wider region in
the late seventeenth century, as suggested by the c.1695 portrait of Phillip Stanhope with a ‘Nubian
slave’ (see Figure 9, above).

•

In the Sheffield archives is a baptismal record for 1725 of one ‘Thomas Pompey of Guinea, Africa,
one of whose godfathers was the Marquis of Carmarthen’.137 No further information has yet been
unearthed about him, but his godfather the Marquis of Carmarthen was Peregrine Osborne,
Second Duke of Leeds (bap. 1659, d. 1729). Osborne was baptised in Harthill (southeast of Sheffield),
was a member of the House of Lords, and led a successful career in the Royal Navy. It was perhaps
during his naval career that Osborne came to meet Thomas Pompey, although the nature of their
relationship (e.g. that of ‘enslaver and enslaved’) is uncertain. Osborne was buried in the family plot
at All Hallows’ Church, Harthill. It is possible that Thomas Pompey is also buried in this church.138

•

Pablo Fanque, the first Black British circus owner who was famous in Victorian Britain, married his
second wife, Elizabeth Corker of Sheffield, in June 1848.139

•

William Jumbo was an African man living on the Wicker in the mid-nineteenth century. He was
buried in the General Cemetery in 1850. 140

•

Ned was a twenty-year-old South African man brought to England in the summer of 1859 by
Thomas Handley. Ned was a domestic worker at Handley’s residence in Blackburn (near Rotherham)
while Handley visited the country to purchase cattle and ‘other things’. Finding he was due to
return to South Africa, Ned escaped. Ned was a determined, resilient, and resourceful runaway. He
fought off two captors, evaded a search made by hundreds of local workers, subsisted by foraging
and slaughtering farm animals, and procured supplies from locals. Ned ‘evinced the utmost
determination not to return’. He was allegedly spotted or encountered in Norton, Grimesthorpe,
Wentworth, Beighton, Hackenthorpe and Thorpe Salvin among numerous other locations. The case
was a ‘small sensation’. It appeared that while Ned had been brought to the region ‘under the guise
of a servant’, he may have been enslaved, and attempts to retrieve him would thus constitute ‘slavehunting’. Thomas Handley returned to Durban without Ned. An agent of the Anti-Slavery Society was
sent to take up his case, and became ‘strongly inclined to believe’ Ned was not enslaved. He was
taken to London by the Society, and placed at the ‘Refuge for Strangers’ in the West-India Dock road,
from which he escaped numerous times. His reluctant return to Durban looked likely. However, Ned
met a tragic and untimely death when he was struck by a train.141

137 Sheffield City Archives, PR47/1/2, Record of Baptisms, Marriages and Burials. An entry in 1725 includes the
baptism of Thomas Pompey of Guinea, Africa, one of whose godfathers was the Marquis of Carmarthen.
138 Basil Morgan, ‘Osborne, Peregrine, Second Duke of Leeds (bap. 1659, d. 1729)’, Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography (2004).
139 https://www.africansinyorkshireproject.com/pablo-fanque.html (Accessed, 08/06/21).
140 https://www.gencem.org/industrial-connections-global-connections-people (Accessed, 10/08/2021).
141 Bradford Observer, Sept. 29, 1859, p. 3; Derbyshire Times and Chesterfield Herald, Oct. 29 1859, p. 3, Dec. 3
1859, p. 2; Hull Packet, Nov. 4 1859; British Library Newspapers. ‘Monthly Summary’ in The Anti-Slavery Reporter,
Vol. 7, No. 12 (Dec., 1859), p. 265; Vol. 8, No. 1 (Jan., 1860), p. 1; vol. 8, no. 2 (Feb., 1860), p. 25.
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•

Dr Robert Maxwell Johnson (b. 1826) was an African American reverend, surgeon, and anti-slavery
activist who lived in Sheffield ca.1863-1870. Robert had spent the first 24 years of his life enslaved
by the Fishbacks in Lexington, Kentucky, USA, along with his family. His siblings were sold, his
mother died, and Robert escaped. He ultimately made his way to Canada, where he later attended
university and became an ordained minister. He then moved to Scotland to continue his education
at the University of Edinburgh, where he studied medicine, and was admitted to the Royal College of
Surgeons. In the UK, Johnson continued his work as an anti-slavery activist. He moved to Sheffield
around 1863, where he set up a medical practice. He married Mary Atkinson (b. 1830) in St Philips
Church, Shalesmoor, in 1833. She was the daughter of ‘commercial agent’ William Atkinson. Robert
and Mary lived in Sheffield for a number of years and had three children. They moved to Canada
around 1870, had an additional child, and Robert died shortly afterwards.142

•

Agnes Foster née Bizzett was born in Jamaica (possibly into slavery). Her father, Alexander Bizzett
was owner of the Chesterfield Plantation in Jamaica. She was in England by 1848, when she was
married. A devoted Christian who founded the Jamaican branch of the Salvation Army in c.1885,
she preached in Sheffield in July 1882. She was described in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph and the
Sheffield and Rotherham Independent as ‘the coloured wonder of the day’ in advertisements for her
preaching.143

•

Josiah Henson was born enslaved in the USA and his life story was the inspiration for Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, the second best-selling book of the nineteenth century (behind the Bible). In January 1877, he
spoke to an audience in Sheffield.144

•

Samuel Morgan Smith was a famous African American actor who died at his home in Sheffield in
March 1882.145

•

Men from the African diaspora are recorded among the working class population of Sheffield and
the wider area in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. For example, African American
Salvationist Gilbert Lenison, an iron and steel worker, lived in Rotherham in the 1880s with his
white English wife named Alice and their four children. John Peters, originally from Natal (KwaZuluNatal), made his home in Sheffield with his wife Julia and their four children, having moved from
Nottingham in the 1880s. He was a bricklayer’s labourer. Arthur Wright was a Black miner who
lived in Rotherham in the early years of the twentieth century. 146

•

In 1902, an ‘Ashantee village’ populated by one hundred Asante Africans was exhibited at the
Artillery Drill Hall, Edmund road, which purported to recreate village life as found within the Asante
Empire (Ghana). Two of its inhabitants had a daughter during their time in Sheffield – named Kai
Akosua Mansah – who sadly died and is buried in Sheffield General Cemetery.147

142 Notable Kentucky African Americans Database https://nkaa.uky.edu/nkaa/items/show/300004235 (Accessed,
08/06/21). Marriage records via http://www.sheffieldindexers.com/ (Accessed, 08/06/21).
143 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/22436 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
144 https://www.africansinyorkshireproject.com/blog/uncle-tom-picture-blog-and-call-for-information-on-shirleybassey-1-march-2018 (Accessed, 08/06/21). https://www.africansinyorkshireproject.com/blog/josiah-henson-inbritain-1876-1877-17-may-2018 (Accessed, 08/06/21).
145 https://www.africansinyorkshireproject.com/samuel-morgan-smith.html (Accessed, 08/06/21).
146 David Holland, ‘Natives and Newcomers, Marriage and Belonging: South Asian Social Networks of Immigration,
Work and Settlement in the Sheffield Area During the Early Twentieth Century’, PhD thesis, University of Sheffield,
2019, pp.28-30.
147 See Désirée Reynolds, ‘Born on Sunday, Silent’, in The Book of Sheffield: A City in Short Fiction (Manchester,
2019); http://www.historymatters.group.shef.ac.uk/kai-akosia-rediscovery-ashantee-village-sheffield/ (Accessed,
08/06/21).
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Black Abolitionists
A number of formerly enslaved people visited Sheffield and other locations in the region as part of
their campaigns to abolish slavery. They aimed to raise awareness about the injustices of slavery, and
to move British people and politicians to action. While Sheffield’s anti-slavery activity is well known,
it’s important to recognise the roles that Black abolitionists themeselves played. Olaudah Equiano,
the former slave who became an abolitionist campaigning for the end of the British trade in enslaved
people, visited Sheffield in 1790 and possibly in 1794 as part of his abolitionist tour where he addressed
a large crowd.148 Historian Hannah-Rose Murray’s record of Black abolitionists’ visits to Britain and
Ireland shows that a number of African Americans later visited the local area. The bulk of these visits
were made in the run-up to, and during, the US Civil War, but continued long after, and speakers (among
them Josiah Henson, Ida B. Wells, and Hallie Quinn Brown) addressed a range of topics. A partial list principally reflecting visits to Sheffield, Rotherham, and Barnsley in the pre/Civil War years - is below,
drawn wholly from Murray’s research.149
•

Moses Roper, between 1836-1848: Wesleyan Methodist;
Independent Church; Mount Zion Chapel; all Sheffield.
Independent churches in Tickhill, Rotherham, Barnsley.

•

Frederick Douglass, first visit, 1846-1847: Friends’
Meeting House; Theatre; both Sheffield. Second visit,
1859-1860: Temperance Hall, Townhead street, Sheffield.

•

Turner Williams, 1853: Mechanics’ Institute, Surrey
street, Sheffield. St George’s School Room, Barnsley.

•

Henry ‘Box’ Brown, 1853: Sheffield.

•

James Watkins, 1854: Townhead Street Chapel; Queen
Street Chapel; Mount Tabor Chapel, Wellington street;
Mount Zion Chapel; all Sheffield. Mechanics’ Hall,
Rotherham. Handsworth. National School, Silkstone;
Wesleyan Methodist Chapel; both Barnsley.

•

Samuel Ward, 1854: Nether Chapel, Sheffield.

•

William Craft, 1855: Mechanics’ Institute, Sheffield.

•

William Mitchell, 1860: Howard Street Chapel, Sheffield.

•

Sarah Parker Remond, 1860: Mechanics’ Institute,
Barnsley.

•

Francis Fedric, 1860: St. George’s School Room, Sheffield.

•

William Howard Day, 1861: Committee Room, Hartshead,
Sheffield.

•

William Henry Jackson, 1863: Mount Tabor; Hanover Chapel; Walkley Chapel; all Sheffield.
Mechanics’ Hall, Rotherham.

•

Jacob Green, 1864: Brunswick Hall, Spital street, Sheffield.

•

R.M. Johnson, 1865: Temperance Hall, Townhead street, Sheffield.

•

John Sella Martin, 1863, 1865: Temperance Hall, Townhead street, Sheffield.

Figure 10. Frederick Douglass,
photographed in 1856. NPG.74.75, National
Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution,
USA.

148 Sources for the Study of Sheffield and Slavery, p. 13.
149 Murray’s full map can be viewed at frederickdouglassinbritain.com (Accessed, 08/06/21).
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Further Research
•

Explore uncatalogued archival material in Sheffield City Archives and Local Studies Library for links
to historical slavery and the trade in enslaved Africans, as well as the presence and lives of African
and African-descended people in the region in the period before 1900.

•

Investigate whether Sheffield manufacturers profited from the design of high-end goods that were
related to the domestic consumption of the produce of slavery and colonialism (e.g. silver-plated
teapots, teaspoons, punchbowls, and sugar bowls). Scope archives and museums in the United
States, the Caribbean, and Brazil to explore whether these high-end goods were also exported to
North American and Caribbean markets, where they were used by wealthy enslavers, plantation
owners, and merchants.

•

Analyse Sheffield newspapers for examples of advertisements for runaway enslaved people
in Sheffield (as have been found for other regions of Britain by a research project at Glasgow
University)150 and the publication of pro-slavery polemic around the time of abolitionist debates in
Britain (1780s, 1790s, 1800s, 1820s, 1830s) and the American Civil War (1860s).

•

Study colonial newspapers (e.g. the Barbados Mercury Gazette, 1783-1848, recently digitised
through the British Library’s Endangered Archive Programme) to explore whether Sheffield
manufacturers advertised their wares to planter clients using colonial newspapers.151

•

Analyse Sheffield’s Mayors, Master Cutlers, and Bishops from the late eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries to investigate what proportion of the Sheffield elite were directly involved in the trade and
‘ownership’ of enslaved Africans in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries.

•

Investigate plantation inventories, ledgers, court depositions, and other primary sources held at
international archives in the United States, Brazil, and the Caribbean. These sources may help us
to better understand the lived experience of the enslaved when using Sheffield-produced tools.
For example, they may shed light on whether the advice given by enslaved women, men, and
children who were forced to use plantation hoes about which tool designs were most effective was
communicated to manufacturers in Sheffield, leading them to alter their designs and result in the
increased specialisation in plantation hoes by colony that we see in the trade directories.

•

Develop partnerships with museums in Sheffield, Liverpool, London, the USA, Brazil, and the
Caribbean in order to explore the material culture of Sheffield-produced manufactures in the
Americas. Surviving hoes, saws, and rollers excavated by archaeologists can likely be found in
museum collections in the southern states of the USA and across the islands of the Caribbean. It
would be useful to analyse how many of these tools bear the marks of Sheffield manufacturers, and
explore whether they can tell us about how Sheffield tools were used by the enslaved.

•

Compare Sheffield with other inland manufacturing centres in Britain (e.g. Manchester, Nottingham,
and Birmingham) in order to explore whether Sheffield’s links to slavery were distinctive or part of
a broader pattern.

•

Research at cemeteries in Sheffield and the surrounding area would likely reveal more information
on the Black presence in the region before the twentieth century. Also birth, baptismal, and
marriage records at Sheffield City Archives.

•

The Africans in Yorkshire project has produced a table of ‘Black servants’ present in country
houses in the East Yorkshire and Hull areas, taken from English census data.152 Analysing the
census data for Sheffield to create a similar table would reveal more about the African presence in
the region during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

150 https://www.runaways.gla.ac.uk/ (Accessed, 15/06/21).
151 https://eap.bl.uk/project/EAP1086 (Accessed, 15/06/21).
152 https://www.africansinyorkshireproject.com/ (Accessed, 30/07/21).
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Further Research

•

Investigate whether the University of Sheffield benefitted from financial donations received from
manufacturing firms or individuals with links to the trade and ‘ownership’ of enslaved Africans. The
university was founded in 1904 through £50,000 in subscriptions from local people, but developed
out of three earlier institutions which date to the nineteenth century. Following the money may
reveal the existence of connections between colonial wealth and the early development of the
university (and its predecessor institutions). Other universities in Britain such as Glasgow, King’s
College London, and Nottingham have explored these kinds of financial connections with slavery.

•

Explore how significant other branches of British colonialism were to the social and economic
development of Sheffield. Investigate whether wealthy East India Company merchants and investors
lived in the Sheffield region, and if manufactured goods made in Sheffield were part of the cargoes
shipped to Asia by the East India Company.

•

Investigate whether Sheffield knives and other Sheffield-made manufactures were important in
barter and trade with Native Americans. Knives were a part of European-Native American trade
relations between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, and so Sheffield knives were perhaps
used as part of the trade for deerskins and enslaved Native Americans in the Carolinas.
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